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AM Searches for Sustainability

INSIDE
SATELLITE
OF LOVE

Experts debate viability of short-, long-term
proposals to revitalize the senior band
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ONE SITE, PART TWO
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Purveyors of AM radio, the oncedominant mode of broadcasting in the
United States, continue to search for
ways to stabilize their business and
remain viable. While that debate is
going on, though, some AM broadcasters are "starving to death," as one
broadcast engineer characterizes it.
Many supporters agree some kind
of technical fix is needed to allow the
venerable radio service to sustain itself
and adapt to listener habits and their
desire for digital devices. There's been
a sense both of crisis and opportunity
about AM in the past year, with AM's
health receiving attention in convention
sessions and meetings (not to mention
coverage in general interest publications like American Spectator, which
headlined its recent commentary "AM
Radio, Signing Off').
Broadcasters are debating possible
immediate fixes like allowing more
AMs to operate on FM translators and
eliminating the minimum ground system requirements for AM antennas, as
well as longer-term goals like eventual
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AM band migration to low VHF TV
frequencies.
Grim reports of downward revenue
and audience loss have been widely
reported, and the FCC has released a
variety of rulemakings intended to help
AM. In 2009, when it adopted one that
allows AM broadcasters to re-transmit programming on FM translators
to fill in coverage gaps, the commis-

sion stated that higher-fidelity alternatives and increased interference have
eroded the audience for AM as young
listeners migrate towards "newer mass
media services that offer higher technical quality and superior audio fidelity."

THE DATA
Fifty-four years ago, AM was king.
Until 1978, it claimed more than half of
all hours spent with radio. The FCC said
that by 2009, the latest figures available,
the total had dropped to 17 percent over(continued on page 6)
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sees AM/FM as familiar
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WASHINGTON — The National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration
has released visual-manual driver distraction guidelines for electronic devices in vehicles. The NHTSA, part of the
Department of Transportation, issued
these nonbinding, voluntary guidelines
to promote safety by discouraging the
introduction of "excessively distracting
devices in vehicles."
They apply to original, in-vehicle
electronic devices used by the driver to perform secondary tasks — the
driver looks at adevice, manipulates a
device-related control with his or her
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hand and/or watches for visual feedback. Communications, entertainment,
information gathering and navigation
fall under this umbrella.
Although the guidelines apply to new
technology, they also are applicable to
common electronic devices referred to
as "conventional information or communications systems," such as AM/FM
radios, satellite radios, CD players, cassette players and MP3 players.
The NHTSA believes some secondary tasks interfere with adriver's ability
to control the car safely. Two examples
would be displaying video or scrolling
text. The guidelines recommend these

MORE DASHBOARD
This is one in a series of articles
about radio's role and future in
the evolving automobile dash-

articles visit
http://radioworld.com/dashboard.
board. To read other

devices be designed to "lock out" the
driver at acertain point if the vehicle
is moving.
The guidelines include atest for manufacturers to measure eye glance behavior during those tasks, and determine
whether it's safe to perform such actions
while driving and whether equipment
necessary to complete the tasks should
be modified. You can find the 281-page
guidelines on the NHTSA website www.
nhtsa.gov and on DOT's distracted driving website distraction.gov. Radio is
first mentioned on page 52.
The NHTSA guidelines are based on
certain fundamental principles. NHTSA
believes the driver's eyes should be
looking ahead at the road and be able to
keep "at least" one hand on the steering
wheel while performing a secondary
task. The distraction induced by any
secondary task performed while driving
should not exceed that associated with
a baseline reference task, like manual
radio tuning.

Any task performed by a driver
should be interruptible at any time, and
the driver, not the system/device, should
control the pace of task interactions,
according to NHTSA.
Activities the NHTSA considers distracting include displaying video not
related to driving, automatically scrolling text, large amounts of static text for
reading and manual text entry. It does
not mean to block simple map displays
and related text, so long as the material
is "displayed in asafe manner."
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COMPLEX INTERFACES
Congress is looking at the future of
the car in general, and at the dashboard
specifically.
"The first thing someone in a car
should do is drive," said David Strickland,
administrator of the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, during
a recent Senate Commerce Committee
hearing on future car technologies.
(continued on page 5)
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Communicators, Not Communicating

FROM THE

EDITOR

Another voice heard from within the wilderness of emergency alerting

S

everal recent articles in Radio World
have made reference to the challenges of EAS, CAP and alerting in general.
One reader, aformer state emergency
communications official who agreed to
let me publish these comments provided
I withheld his name, wrote to explain
some of his frustrations. Ithought I'd
share them. He started with the topic of
cellular alerts:
"My iPhone went off again this
morning with an EAS message warning about flash flooding. Try as Imay, I
still can't discover who is sending these
alerts:' he began.
"Don't get me wrong; I'm glad someone is making progress in the cellular
EAS department. Ijust think it's odd
that no one at our state's office of
emergency management or the state
broadcast association has aclue who is
actually making the NWS-AT&T interface and ' pushing the button:" he wrote.
"I was not surprised when Iread a
question in one of the tech columns
in the newspaper about how to disable the smartphone alerts, specifically,
the Amber Alerts. I'm embarrassed to
admit that I didn't even know that

my iPhone 4S had that option in the
Settings menu! It must have been quietly
added in an upgrade.
"Having borne the brunt of more than
a few irate phone calls from state residents who 'don't want to be warned,' I
think it's ironic that some members of
the public don't want to be disturbed by
Amber Alerts or flood warnings, yet if
you don't warn them, they're the ones
who are the first to get lawyered up' and
go after the state for not informing them!"
He then moved on to arelated topic
that is perhaps more directly relevant to
our readers. (Remember, this is aformer
state emergency communications official, someone familiar with the interaction of broadcasting and government.)
"Paul you asked me about statelevel integration of CAP servers. Ican't
tell you very much about CAP servers
because FEMA/DHS never gave me
or the state SECC any information to
begin with!
"Shortly after an EAS equipment
vendor installed special EAS receivers
that were supposed to work through
the PBS satellite, FEMA held anational test. The equipment was certified.
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C

ongr at s to Clear Channel Media
and Entertainment for implementing a couple of great ideas to help
develop engineering talent, a common
topic on this page.
The Electrical Engineering Co-op
Program, which completed its third
year, gives a dozen engineering college students a chance to learn in and
work at Clear Channel stations, alternating semesters in the program and
then returning to school. Two will earn
$5,000 scholarships.
The separate, new Market Engineering Manager Development Program is
described as an "elite internal engineering development program." It is a
two-year gig that includes a personalized curriculum, one-on-one coaching,
education and testing. First-year graduates include David Once, Chris Abbott,
Andy Mika and Jake Wyatt. The newest class will, among other things, work
to help build a studio at Cincinnati
Children's Hospital in partnership with
the Ryan Seacrest Foundation.
In a company announcement, Jeff
Littlejohn, executive vice president of
engineering and systems integration,
said the company " is making astrategic
investment in the future of broadcasting
engineering," and hopes these programs
will help attract new engineers while
nourishing current ones.

AM HEAD COUNT

.....1 pm ........
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I

and then almost immediately forgotten. Periodically, some Beltway Bandits
came around to survey and inventory
the equipment, but it was never used
again. The local broadcasters and I
kept hearing about these so-called
'CAP servers' that each state OEM
was obliged to install, but absolutely no
information came to either of us as to
what it was or how it was supposed to
be implemented:' he continued.
"More often than not, communications people are the worst communicators. FEMA is such a massive, burdensome organization that they can't
respond to even the smallest of issues.
Putting out something as simple as
an informational packet about CAP, or
hosting a mandatory videoconference
for us to watch proved to be too difficult
for them.
"While Iam now officially out of the
loop, Ihave to say that, speaking solely
for myself, I still have no clue what
it is, how it's supposed to work, what
each state's responsibility is, or how
much cost outlay is involved. How was I
expected to go to my chain of command
with so nebulous aplan?"
Sobering comments from someone
you'd expect to be well informed about a
state's alerting infrastructure. If nothing
else, he reinforces for me the sense that
in certain jurisdictions, not all "hands"
are aware of what other hands are doing.
Are his comments fair? Share your own
thoughts about state-level integration
of new alerting tools. Write to me at

In our page 1story this issue, Randy Stine explores discussions about
options to help AM. Iwas curious about trends in overall station count, so we
created this chart showing the number of licensed AMs in the United States
over recent years. Long term, the FCC data show agradual decrease from
levels of the early 1990s. ( Note that the vertical axis starts at 4,500.)
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The NHTSA wants drivers to be able
to accomplish tasks quickly, to avoid
distraction — "the equivalent of handling aradio in acar," Strickland said.
However, even these conventional systems can potentially distract drivers and
present a safety risk, and, as in-vehicle
systems continue to offer more functionality, the interfaces for these conventional systems could become more complex
and potentially more distracting in the
future, according to NHTSA.
New guidelines are needed to incorporate the latest driver distraction
research since the recommendations
were last updated seven years ago, says
NHTSA. Some of the recent research
suggests improvements can be made.
For example, the eye glance test protocol
uses radio tuning as areference task to
establish the maximum recommended
threshold for what it calls "Total EyesOff-Road Time" or TEORT, to complete
an action. New research results suggest
that the best TEORT associated with
radio tuning should be 12 seconds;
that's more stringent from the previously accepted 20 seconds.
Recent NHTSA research found "substantial" differences in Total Eyes-OffRoad times for drivers tuning a radio
depending on what vehicle model was
used. During tuning testing using five
vehicles, some with knob and others
button tuning, Total Eyes-Off-Road
times ranged from 8to 15.8 seconds.
NHTSA is concerned that the driver
interfaces of conventional electronic
devices can, with modern electronics,
be made far more distracting than they

have been in the past. NHTSA does
not believe that, for example, a future
in-vehicle radio that shows video clips
as it plays music should still be considered in conformance with the NHTSA
Guidelines simply because a radio is a
conventional electronic device.
During the hearing, Committee
Chairman Jay Rockefeller, D-W.Va.,
expressed concern about the distractions inherent in turning cars into virtual "rolling offices." Strickland said
NHTSA does not accept that concept;
rather, NHTSA wants to lock out such
activities as having the driver read large
amounts of text on a screen. It's okay
to have that text transcribed and read

to you, Strickland explained, because
that's "like aradio."
Asked for comment, Valerie Shuman,
vice president of industry programs for
the Connected Vehicle Trade Association, said in NHTSA's ideal world, people would just drive. However, realizing
there are distractions, NHTSA tries to
measure what looks to be the best possible set of metrics.
"I think radio gets used as an example
because the interface is something people are extremely used to ... It doesn't
take much time to hit the knob on a
radio," said Shuman. "You aren't looking at this big, fancy screen" or "clicking
through 17 layers of functionality."

NEWSROUNDUP
CELLPHONE: Sprint will begin installing the NextRadio application in several
smartphone models over the coming years. The first two models to include the
FM app, the HTC One and HTC EVO 4G LTE, launched Aug. 16 at www.sprint
corn. The NextRadio app delivers an interactive artist and ad experience to
FM-enabled smartphones.
AM TOWERS: The FCC clarified that that any construction near AM towers
that distorts the antenna pattern by more than 2dB must be corrected by the
offending party. The agency also designated " moment method" computer
modeling as the primary way to determine whether anearby tower affects an
AM radiation pattern. The industry told the agency such modeling is more efficient, less time-consuming and costly than directional AM field strength proofs.
T1S: Strictly travel-related information is allowed on Travelers' Information
Stations, the FCC specified. The 10-watt TIS systems operate on 530 kHz on a
primary basis and on asecondary basis in the 535-1705 kHz band. TIS operators
and sponsors had asked the commission to broaden the allowable content and
eliminate the restriction that confines transmission sites to transportation-related areas. The agency also left site restrictions in place to protect full-service
AMs from interference; but TIS will be allowed to simulcast, which licensees
wanted to reduce operating costs. The changes are effective Sept. 18.
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AM REVITALIZATION
(continued from page 1)

all, while among persons aged 12-24,
AM accounted for only 4 percent of
listening, compared to FM's 96 percent.
Data from BIA/Kelsey show that
revenue at U.S. AM stations has been
mostly flat in the last few years, but
down over alonger period.
Annual revenue for commercial AMs
was around $2.9 billion in 2006 prior to
the recession, but stood at $2.1 billion
in 2012. (AM was not alone in this; FM
U.S. commercial radio, which brings in
far more money, saw revenue fall more
sharply in that period, from $ 11 billion
to approximately $8.7 billion; however
FM's recent trend line is up; see accompanying chart.)
Yet while flagship AM stations
like WCBS or WINS in New York,
KFI in Los Angeles and WBBM in
Chicago remain multimillion-dollar
billers, according to BIA/Kelsey, stories
abound of the struggles of other AMs,
especially — though not strictly — in
smaller markets.
Another possible measure of the
health of the band is station count. There
are fewer AMs on the air in the United
States compared to 2008, according to
FCC data, though not by much — 4,786
five years ago compared to 4,734 in the
latest data. Longer term, FCC figures
show agradual decrease from levels of
the early 1990s; see chart, page 4.
Observers also talk about stations
that have gone silent. A Radio World
review of the FCC database, which lists
stations that have been dark for at least
two months, indicates the number of
AM stations off the air has remained
steady since at least 2009. There were
83 AMs silent at the end of July, according to the commission. Radio World
reporting about this topic revealed some
licensees turn off stations as ameans to
conserve cash.
Data about silent stations must be
used with caution, experts say, because
for any reporting period, some may
fall off the list because licenses were
cancelled, others may return to air and
still others may be added to the list for
the first time. ( By law, a broadcaster's
license is cancelled if astation remains
off the air for more than 12 months,
according to the agency.)
Another anecdotal indicator of AM's
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health: The value of some
licenses is such that, in
a few cases, corporate
owners felt it made more
sense to donate stations
than continue to operate them. A number of
AMs have been donated
to the Minority Media &
Telecom Council as part
of its Media Brokerage
program. MMTC officials said the organization has sold or is in the
process of selling seven
AM stations donated by
Clear Channel Communications in 2010.
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existing framework has to
be changed, and only the
FCC can do that."
RESCUE PLANS
Downs, whose day job
is vice president and general manager of Bryan
Broadcasting in Bryan,
Texas, believes more translators are likely to be part
of any FCC solution, as well
as some technical changes,
including the possibility of
all-digital HD Radio AM
technology, rather than the
existing hybrid analog-digital transmission, scheme.
"However, Ido not believe
that all-digital is ready to
be put forth as a solution

AM and FM Radio Station Revenues: 2000-2012
MANY IDEAS
AM
broadcasters
have been seeking cures for the permeeting at KDKA(AM) in Pittsburgh
yet:' he said.
ceived downturn.
in July that he's had "very productive
NAB Labs has tested the various
More than 500 AM stations now
discussions" with Acting Chairwoman
modes and coverage area of an all-digital
rebroadcast on FM translators, accordMignon Clyburn about AM revitalizaAM band, according to Downs, refering to the latest quarterly data; and the
tion and is "hopeful we'll see progress
ring to testing on expanded-band staFCC is considering allowing more AMs
in the coming months."
tion WBCN(AM), Charlotte, N.C. Initial
to do so.
Passage of apending rulemaking to
eliminate the so-called "ratchet clause:'
also would help, believe AM experts.
The FCC introduced the ratchet
clause in 1991 with hopes of reducing
nighttime interference from modified
AM facilities. The clause requires AMs
that want to modify their signals to
demonstrate an overall reduction in the
amount of skywave interference they
cause to certain other AMs. Existing
signals are now expected to provide
additional protection to the newer ones,
even when there's achance for the existing signal to move to a better site or
improve its directional pattern.
Many broadcast engineers say this
clause hurts AMs that wish to improve
their nighttime signals.
Further, in mid-August, the comCommissioner Ajit Pai visited CBS Radio Pittsburgh to conduct aradio roundtable
mission clarified rules concerning conwith CBS and other owners in western Pennsylvania. From left: Jim Graci, program
struction near AM towers to make it
clear if such construction distorts the
director KDKA(AM); Michael Young, CBS Radio Pittsburgh senior vice president
antenna pattern of an AM in excess of
and market manager; Pai; Ryan Maguire, program director KDKA(FM); and Mark
2 dB, the offending party must correct
Anderson, CBS Radio Pittsburgh operations manager and program director for
the distortion. The agency also approved
WBZZ(FM) and WDSY(FM).
moment method computer modeling to
demonstrate that certain AM directional
An FCC spokesman said Clyburn has
results were described as promising, and
antennas perform as authorized, amove
asked the Media Bureau to look at posNAB seeks more AM test stations.
that will save broadcasters time and
sible rule changes to help AM broadcastHowever, not only will more testing
money compared to traditional AM field
ers. AM "is on the list of issues we are
be needed, but so would a commitstrength proofs. A coalition of broadconsidering but we have not yet made any
ment from manufacturers to increase
casters, consulting engineers and equiprecommendations to her or the full comthe availability of digital receivers for
ment manufacturers sought the changes
mission:' according to the spokesman.
the home, according to Downs. "As
to "harmonize the disparate treatment"
Talks between AM advocates and the
it stands today, there are millions of
between broadcast and wireless entities,
FCC are "ongoing through the usual
HD-equipped radios in cars that are
according to the agency.
channels" like NAB and the Minority
compatible with an all-digital AM band,
And AM is getting some attenMedia & Telecom Council, according to
but few home receivers."
tion at the top of the agency. FCC
one source familiar with the discussions
Any proposed mandate for indusCommissioner Ajit Pai, who has
but not at liberty to discuss them publicly.
try conversion to all-digital AM would
become something of a champion for
"We have reached the end of what
likely be contentious, due to the capital
AM, has taken a visible role over the
we can do to fix AM:' said NAB AM
cost to owners as well as the resulting
past year; and he told broadcasters at a
Radio Task Chair Ben Downs. "The
(continued on page 8)
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AM REVITALIZATION
(continued from page 6)
obsolescence of millions of AM analog receivers in
U.S. cars, bedrooms and kitchens.
The biggest worry for Downs is "aschedule at the
FCC based on the usual regulatory speed."
Regardless of how swiftly the commission acts,
observers who spoke to Radio World for this story
agree that the band needs help.
AM rescue plans have been discussed since at least
2009 when the MMTC released a plan that included
relaxation of community coverage and AM signal contour rules and other technical measures. Its petition for
rulemaking gained the support of CBS Radio and Clear
Channel at the time.
MMTC " is still waiting for the commission to act"
on the petition, according to MMTC co-founder David
Honig. "Commissioner Pai has it and, Iunderstand, is
encouraging the agency to take up some of our proposals. He has been agreat champion of AM radio and of
small and minority broadcasters," said Honig.
An across-the-board power increase, proposed to
the FCC by broadcast engineer Richard Arsenault in
2010 but dismissed by the commission without public
comment, would have been agood place to start, several AM proponents said. His proposal didn't specify
an analog or digital rise. Arsenault believes a power
increase is the only way to "offset coverage losses
resulting from the ever-increasing amount of interference from digital and other electronic devices." But
other experts believe the drastic measure is likely a
"non-starter" because of the potential for increased
interference to other stations.
"Realize that an across-the-board power increase
requires international negotiations with Canada, Mexico
and other treaty nations. Many of the AM stations in
Canada have migrated to the FM band, which Isuspect
could simplify negotiations," according to Arsenault.
Arsenault said he would entertain re-petitioning the
commission with the request but "only if the FCC is
ready to entertain the concept and open it up for public
comment."
POWER INCREASE
Opinions vary among other technical observers
contacted by Radio World for this article. Regardless
of which measures the commission eventually may
adopt, though, the transition to an improved service
through technical changes approved by the FCC likely
will take time, something some licensees can ill afford,
several said.
Glen Clark, president of Glen Clark & Associates,
believes an analog overall power increase would go
a long way in overcoming electronic florescent light
noise and high ambient noise caused by buildings full
of Cisco network infrastructure, which emits RF.
"And we have proof that it works from the past experience:' he wrote in an email, when Class D stations
"got a4X increase in nighttime power."
The bad news about apower increase "is that 50 kW
is written into" the North American Radio broadcasting Agreement, "so stations like KDKA, WFAN, WJR
and those guys won't get anything from this approach,"
according to Clark. He also doesn't believe a power
increase would help all AM owners.
Meanwhile, a 2009 proposal from the Broadcast
Maximization Committee to create a new broadcast
band using TV Channels 5and 6spectrum could be a
big boost for AM broadcasters, supporters said.
For the BMC proposal to work, new receivers would

NEWS
need to be introduced to account for AMs that want to
move to the FM band, experts said. Clark believes the
BMC proposal "fails the logic test" because of the lack
of such an installed receiver base.
Some broadcast engineers estimate it could take 15
to 20 years for new receivers to penetrate the market.
The use of FM translators by AM stations has certainly helped some small-market AM stations nationwide, but the lack of available translators means
demand will never be met in even the rosiest of
scenarios, said Jack Mullaney, president of Mullaney
Engineering Inc. "In addition, in most major markets
the FM band is amess and so congested that there will
never be anew FM translator created."
Mullaney, amember of the Broadcast Maximization
Committee, sees re-purposing of TV Channels 5and 6
as the only real solution to help AM stations survive in
the long run.
"We put forth a plan in which most, if not all, of
the current AM band could migrate and operate as
a digital radio facility. Certainly, some AM owners
will elect to remain in the AM band," Mullaney said.
"Unfortunately, the re-purpose of TV 5and 6is frozen
in time, waiting for the FCC to decide how they plan
to kill over-the-air television with the reverse auction"
and spectrum re-packing, he said.
PROGRAM CONTENT
The expected flood of low-power FM applicants
from the new filing window expected this fall will
seriously limit FM translator filing opportunities for
AM stations in the foreseeable future, according to
Clarence Beverage, president of broadcast engineering
consulting firm Communications Technologies.
Beverage, who also is a BMC member, said an
across-the-board power increase for AM isn't aviable
solution for multiple reasons, including increased interference from first adjacent channels.
Night skywave interference is "the biggest issue affecting AM operation," Beverage said. "Moving stations to
TV Channels 5-6 spectrum solves that problem. However, that would have been much simpler to do before the
FCC began [discussing] the DTV repacking process."
The exclusion of AM from discussions about adding
broadcast radio reception to cellular phones has been
noted by some supporters of the band.
"AM just doesn't work well in the miniaturized cell
phone world. The wavelength is just too long:' said
Bert Goldman, president of Goldman Engineering
Management and a BMC member. " Decent reception
would be very hard to achieve. Substandard reception
is already hurting the industry."
In addition, other broadcast engineers note that cellphones emit radio frequency that causes interference,
which would render AM reception essentially useless.
Nonetheless, AM has some options, Goldman believes.
In addition to the possible migration to Channels 5and 6,
one option being reviewed is full-digital operation of AM
stations, as referenced by Downs above. However, nighttime skywave interference often prevents AM stations
from having uniform, 24-hour coverage that stations in
the VHF band enjoy, experts said. While the discussion
about full-digital is a good thing, Goldman said, such
operation wouldn't overcome that skywave interference
issue — and would leave the station with no way to serve
existing listeners while waiting for receivers capable
of decoding the all-digital AM signal to penetrate the
market. And while some experts support allowing more
AMs to operate on FM translators, Goldman sees that as
a "small" short-term fix.
Most industry discussion has focused on possible

Glen Clark is one of the consultants commenting
in this article. Asked for photos of AM projects, he
shared this. Clark created an upgraded antenna
design for Disney- owned WMVP(AM), Chicago in
2006. New antennas replaced alegacy three- tower
array dating to the 1940s.
technical or regulatory changes. Comments by those
outside of radio, and some within, tend to focus on
programming considerations.
"Listener indifference comes not from technological
changes but from programming ones," wrote Daniel
Flynn in arecent American Spectator article that ruffled some industry feathers. "Calcified formats, sonic
limitations and automated programs, more so than any
geriatric host, has aged AM out of the demographic
targeted by advertisers," wrote Flynn.
Demonstrating that even AM broadcasters don't agree
whether there's acrisis, Southern California Broadcasters Association President Thom Callahan responded
to that article in an opinion piece for LARadio, "AM
Radio Will Grow and Change, Just Like America." He
sought to counter the perception that the senior band is
in decline, writing: "AM radio is NOT dead."
Listenership for 22 AMs in the Southern California
market has shown only aslight drop over the last five
years, at "3,319,400, a loss of only 466,900 listeners"
through second quarter 2013, he wrote. And he emphasized the evolving nature of AM programming. In
Southern California, "there are eight Asian AM radio
stations programming in five different dialects to over
2.5 million Asian Americans, all on the AM dial:'
according to Callahan.
"Had Mr. Flynn consulted with us prior to publishing his blog, we would have urged him to focus his
attention on the sweeping ethnic and demographic
changes happening now in America and how AM radio
will directly benefit from those changes, as it has for
the past 100 years."
Radio World News Editor/Washington Bureau Chief
Leslie Stimson contributed to this report. For a
list of recent articles about AM revitalization, visit
radioworld.com/am.
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Believe It or Not, Cold Weather's on Deck
So spend afew months prepping for snow and ice before they hit

A

WORKBENCH

111 by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

The

year is flying by, and even though you may still
be in end-of-summer mode, many areas of the
country will be experiencing snow sooner than you
realize (or want to think about). Snow and ice are a
pain for anyone, but especially if you maintain satellite
dishes. So take advantage of the crisper fall weather
and wax the surface of your satellite dish to make snow
removal easier.
My preferred choice is marine wax. If your dish
has a cover, however, application of a waterproofing
compound is agood call, too. A popular waterproofing spray for camping is Kiwi Heavy Duty Water
Repellant. You'll find this product at most sporting goods stores, or find a link to information at
radioworld.comIlinks.
The waterproofing compound helps guard the cover
from freezing. After applying this or wax, it's time for
some instruction. Your on-air staff needs to know how
to remove the snow properly, sweeping it out and not
deforming the dish in the process. In the case of the
dish cover, making sure no one tears the fabric.
Explain that the satellite signal will be lost if they
bang under the dish to get the snow out. Rough treatment is not needed, especially when you have waxed
the dish so the snow comes off easily. A long-handled
squeegee works well, and the rubber edge will help
minimize any damage to the dish as it is swept through
the parabola. Periodic sweeping of the snow eliminates
a large amount of snow from forming, in which case
the weight can deform the dish.

aron Read handles technical matters for Rhode
Island Public Radio, an NPR affiliate. They have
the standard 3.8m C-band downlink, used for reception of public radio programming. However, due to
limitations at his studios, they had to locate the dish at
their North Providence transmitter site, about 3 miles
away.
That has been problematic during the frequent
snowstorms in Providence, as it doesn't take much ice
or wet snow to block the signal, even with adish cover.
Typically stations have astaff member on-call to physically sweep the snow off the dish cover, but that's not
practical for Aaron's station, since the dish is located
at aremote site.

Your on- air staff needs to
know how to remove the snow
properly, sweeping it out and not
deforming the dish in the process.

Fortunately, the dish is only 10 feet from atwo-story
transmitter building, with a large, forced-air furnace
to heat the building. Aaron cooked up a system to
route the heated air from the furnace out to the dish,
circulate it in the space between the dish cover and the
dish itself, and return the air back to the building in a
"closed loop" to increase efficiency and decrease dirt
from being sucked into the building.
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Fig. 1: Here is Aaron Read's homebrew dish heater.
The idea is that the heat inside the space will melt
any snow or ice attached to the cover, and wax on the
cover lets it slide right off.
It took a lot of experimentation and more heat
than Aaron had anticipated. Originally he had hoped
that ambient air, drawn from near a ceiling heat
vent, would be sufficient to melt the snow, but it
wasn't even close.
Eventually Aaron ran a six-inch-diameter, heavily
insulated dryer vent hose; and connected it directly to
the main hot air vent output of the furnace, raising the
air vents to 130 degrees Fahrenheit and providing a
much higher CFM — roughly 800 — out to the dish.
(CFM stands for cubic feet per minute, aterm used to
measure airflow.)
The run is 50 feet to the dish (with an in-vent 300
CFM vent fan halfway through at the building wall),
and through areinforced hole in the dish cover. On the
opposite side of the cover is another reinforced hole
with a25-foot insulated vent tube, six inches in diameter, and another 300 CFM vent fan sucking air back
into the interior of the building.
This project was amajor tradeoff in cost vs. expectations. Aaron could have spent $ 10,000 to $ 16,000 for a
proper dish heater system, which would have aset level
of expectations from the get-go. Instead, he spent less
than $2,000 (and $500 of that was for acontractor to
bore two holes into the building's exterior wall, which
was made of concrete blocks). The only downside to
this operation was that it took several weeks of trying
new configurations — and waiting for snowstorms —
to test each configuration.
His only major change would be to center the inflow
vent on the dish cover at the bottom, and place the
return at the top. The dish is mounted on the side of a
hill, and it was logistically impossible to do that.
In the end, though, it was sufficient to maintain
service even during "Snowmageddon" in February
this year, when whiteout conditions and snowfall rates
exceeded two inches per hour. In other words, the project was asuccess.
Aaron's finished product can be seen in Fig. 1.
Reach him at friedbagelsegmail.com.
(continued on page 12)
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'Transforming the Art of Community Radio'
Highlights from the
38th Annual NFCB Conference
BY JENNIFER WAITS
When you travel to enough radio conferences, it's a
treat when one happens to take place in your own city,
so Iwas happy to hop on BART this past May to attend
the 38th annual National Federation of Community
Broadcasters conference in San Francisco.
A range of community. public and college radio staff
and practitioners travelled from all over the United
States for the event. On the first day alone, Imet people
from as far away as Maine, Alaska and Guam, and ran
into friends from all over California. Some were from
tiny community-oriented stations, others were from
major public radio affiliates, and some hailed from
online-only stations with big FM dreams.
During her opening remarks, NFCB Vice President
Ginny Berson surprised many of us when she
announced her pending retirement from the organization. "Community radio faces some huge challenges,"

4eloNFCB

Peeking through the KALW ' Hear Here' exhibit.

National Federation of Community Broadcasters
•____

It's Not Brain
Surgery,
It's Just Radio

Community radio faces
some huge challenges ...
In spite of the difficulties,
so many of you find away
out of ` no way.'
—Ginny Berson

The theme of this session: ' It's Not Brain Surgery.'

WORKBENCH
(continued from page W)

Now's agood time to inspect the outside
of your site before winter arrives. Even if
you aren't using a dish, you never know
when programming will want it pressed
into service. So, things like the open feed
in Fig. 2 should be corrected. Terminate
the coax so that the connector can be reused, and waterproof the connector, even
if it's with electrical tape. At the very least,
affix aheavy plastic bag over the feed horn
assembly to keep it dry.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll help
your fellow engineers, and qualify for SBE Fig. 2: Keep your eyes open for potential trouble spots.
recertification credit. Send Workbench tips
to johnpbissetegmail.com. Fax to (603)472-4944.
handles West Coast sales for the Telos Alliance. He
Author John Bisset has spent 44 years in the
is SBE Certified and is apast recipient of the SBE's
broadcasting industry and is still learning. He
Educator of the Year Award.

she said, following with praise for the passionate
people who are keeping community radio alive. " In
spite of the difficulties, so many of you find away out
of ' no way. —
This theme of perseverance against all odds was
present throughout the conference. Despite the paucity
of economic resources and the ever-changing politics
inherent in non-profit organizations that rely mostly
on volunteer labor, non-commercial radio can also be a
locus for creative and, some might even say, revolutionary programming.
This year's conference used "transformation" as
its overarching theme, and numerous presentations
touched on that topic. During the lunchtime panel titled
"What is the Future of Community Media and How
Do We Get There?," Sue Schardt from the Association
of Independents in Radio said, "Transformation is not
linear ... Change comes from the outside."
A few blocks from the conference site, at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA), the
Kitchen Sisters, who produce the "Hidden Kitchens"
radio series for NPR, spearheaded a live art event in
conjunction with their new series "The Making Of..."
Produced with KQED(FM) and AIR, the series is a
community story project that features local artisans
talking about their work ( including such pieces as a
submerged turntable, a karaoke ice cream truck and
mushroom furniture).
During NFCB's opening reception hosted by San
Francisco community/public radio station KALW(FM),
the intersections between radio, community storytelling and public art were on display. As attendees
approached the room that housed the reception, they
were invited to walk through KALW's "Hear Here"
exhibit, which showcased recorded stories from people
in different neighborhoods in San Francisco and
Oakland. The large, tunnel-like pieces ( HEAR and
HERE) had been crafted with cardboard.
(continued on page 14)
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Covered with local maps and punctuated with descriptions of stories captured in different neighborhoods in San
Francisco and Oakland, the interactive
display invited visitors to listen in using
smartphones. Audio snippets were
accessible through QR codes interspersed throughout the installation.
Using the technology and resources
from KALW, conference-goers were
asked to use their mobile phones to
record bits and pieces of the conference
in 30-second chunks. After uploading
these clips to SoundCloud, a resulting
"collaborative soundscape" was produced and played at the end of the
conference. The final piece, edited by
KALW producers Julie Caine and Chris
Hoff, captured the flavor of the conference, including presentation snippets,
interviews and call-sign shout-outs.
These included some interesting sound
bites, including a recording of a toilet
flushing, applause, laughter and a guy
doing aduck call.
The multifaceted role of sound was
also the focus for the "Recipe for Good
Listening" workshop. Featuring anumber of radio producers, the in-depth,
four-hour session was an interactive

September 1,2013
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discussion about what qualifies as
"good radio." Panelist (and Kitchen
Sister) Nikki Silva said that for her
"Hidden Kitchens" series, music and
sound are vital elements that help to
advance the narrative. "We always feel
like we're making movies," she said,
explaining that the layers of sound are
equivalent to pictures.
We also discussed the use of natural, ambient sounds vs. sound effects
(KALW producer Martina Castro said
that she will use one or the other,
but never both within the same piece)
and whether it was appropriate to use
manufactured sound effects for anews
story or a documentary feature (many
journalists frown on this practice).
Anyone can create amix of music, but
WFMU(FM)'s Ken Freedman believes
in the "artful segue" which, he said, is
"the backbone of a great music show."
Freedman explained that it's important
to have a reason for why one song follows another, whether it's vocal similarity, theme or a sonic connection (for
example, follow asong that ends with the
sound of strings with asong that begins
with asimilar sounding instrument).
Above all, one of my favorite panels
was "Leveraging Social Media for News
Engagement." Applicable not only to
radio stations, the tips provided by

Kelly Chen and Meghann Farnsworth
from the Center for Investigative
Reporting were useful for anyone who
uses Twitter. Facebook and other social
media — for any reason. According to
Chen and Farnsworth, Twitter can be
used not only for breaking news (even
collecting overheard public conversations on a particular topic of interest),
but also to share snippets of stories that
one is working on.
Finished pieces can be promoted in
bite-sized chunks, highlighting weird

facts or nuggets that might get overlooked. But be careful of auto-generated
content, since tweets are are less likely
to be read if it looks like they weren't
written by a person. Additionally, the
panel suggested generating creative
hashtags in order to build community.
But however they do it, the radio participants at this conference made me fully
aware that the best part of community
radio is still the "community."
Jennifer Waits wrote in June about
the " What Is Radio" conference.
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discussion about what qualifies as
"good radio." Panelist (and Kitchen

(continued from page 12)
Covered with local maps and punctuated with descriptions of stories captured in different neighborhoods in San
Francisco and Oakland, the interactive
display invited visitors to listen in using
smartphones. Audio snippets were
accessible through QR codes interspersed throughout the installation.
Using the technology and resources
from KALW, conference-goers were
asked to use their mobile phones to
record bits and pieces of the conference
in 30-second chunks. After uploading
these clips to SoundCloud, a resulting
"collaborative soundscape" was produced and played at the end of the
conference. The final piece, edited by
KALW producers Julie Caine and Chris
Hoff, captured the flavor of the conference, including presentation snippets,
interviews and call-sign shout- outs.
These included some interesting sound
bites, including a recording of a toilet
flushing, applause, laughter and a guy
doing aduck call.
The multifaceted role of sound was
also the focus for the "Recipe for Good
Listening" workshop. Featuring anumber of radio producers, the in-depth,
four-hour session was an interactive

Sister) Nikki Silva said that for her
"Hidden Kitchens" series, music and
sound are vital elements that help to
advance the narrative. "We always feel
like we're making movies," she said,
explaining that the layers of sound are
equivalent to pictures.
We also discussed the use of natural, ambient sounds vs. sound effects
(KALW producer Martina Castro said
that she will use one or the other,
but never both within the same piece)
and whether it was appropriate to use
manufactured sound effects for anews
story or a documentary feature (many
journalists frown on this practice).
Anyone can create amix of music, but
WFMU(FM)'s Ken Freedman believes
in the "artful segue" which, he said, is
"the backbone of a great music show."
Freedman explained that it's important
to have a reason for why one song follows another, whether it's vocal similarity, theme or a sonic connection (for
example, follow asong that ends with the
sound of strings with asong that begins
with asimilar sounding instrument).
Above all, one of my favorite panels
was " Leveraging Social Media for News
Engagement." Applicable not only to
radio stations, the tips provided by

Kelly Chen and Meghann Farnsworth
from the Center for Investigative
Reporting were useful for anyone who
uses Twitter, Facebook and other social
media — for any reason. According to
Chen and Farnsworth, Twitter can be
used not only for breaking news (even
collecting overheard public conversations on a particular topic of interest),
but also to share snippets of stories that
one is working on.
Finished pieces can be promoted in
bite-sized chunks, highlighting weird

facts or nuggets that might get overlooked. But be careful of auto-generated
content, since tweets are are less likely
to be read if it looks like they weren't
written by a person. Additionally, the
panel suggested generating creative
hashtags in order to build community.
But however they do it, the radio participants at this conference made me fully
aware that the best part of community
radio is still the "community."
Jennifer Waits wrote in June about
the " What Is Radio" conference.

RAM SYSTEMS LLC

Equipment Sales ICustom Furniture Pre-Wired Studios
800 779 7575
www.ramsystemsonline.com

irCONNECTED,,
to your PREtE Networked Studio
"We chose the SCMS Desktop
Radio Package because it was a
very easy to install low cost
solution for our studio. We came
across this solution and are very
happy. With the network upgrade
of the Oasis console we can
network our system as it grows
'without having to pay for those
'features now."

FROM ANYWHERE!
with the NEW IP200 Codec

"The Oasis 12 Channel console
was astraight forward and easy
install. Lots of nice features.
The price was excellent, good
value and awesome quality."
Brad Humphries,
Contract Engineer

Gerry Fernandez,
Operations

Manager
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IP LINK 100:
Single bi-directional s-.ereo audio
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IP LINK 200:
Two bi-directional stereo audio channels

The Intraplex - IP Link family of IP audio codecs provides
high- end features at an affordable price.

Your professional studio package
using the Oasis Networked console

Offering an array of audio coding options, the IP Link
codecs are suitable for use in Studio to Transmitter Links
(STLs) as well as audio contribution and distribution
networks. Support for IP multicast and multiple Jnicast
streams enables one encoder to feed multiple de:oders.

is now accessible worldwide.
Ca sis allows facilities to cost-effectively
and easily migrate from analog to

By incorporating dual WAN ports and aseparate IP
management port, the IP Link systems can prDvide a
level of reliability not seen in comparably- priced codecs.

dlicital whenever they're ready!

The IP Link audio codecs bring legendary Intraplex
reliability to the IP codec market.
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Contact SCMS for more information on all Harris product

1
-800-438-6040
sales@scmsinc.com

West Coast
318-398-7314
Doug Tharp

Mid-West
513-899-3036
Mary Schnelle

Central
315-623-7655
Bernie O'Brien

North-East
315-623-7655
Jim Peck

Pro Audio/South-East
877-640-8205
Ric Goldstein

Latin America
760-650-1427
Lily Massari

South West
772-340-0850
Ted Nahil

North Central
573-478-3737
Pam Leffler

Mid- South
877-391-2650
Bob Mayben

Southern Gulf
866-205-6905
Andy Cole

Bradley Division
800-732-7665
Art Reed / Bob Eburg

e SONSINC.
YOU KNOW WE KNOW
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FEATURES

Radio Production Wiz Q&A

an easy program to learn for the entrylevel producer and sophisticated enough
for the seasoned pro to be satisfied.
Iprefer the Waves Gold Bundle with
Renaissance plug-ins to add to Audition

Tools and thoughts for getting through the production day
from people who do production every day
Radio World polled several of our
contributors who have production duties
on their résumés, asking about some
of their favorite tools and practices.
Participating were Al Peterson, assistant chief engineer for Radio America;
Dave Plotkin, director of production
and creative services, 1010 WINS(AM)
in New York; Christopher Springmann,
founder, producer, engineer of "Life
Love & Health"; Tom Vernon, long-time
radio veteran; and Curt Yengst, CSRE,
assistant engineer at WAWZ(FM), Star
99.1, in Zarephath, N.J.
What's your favorite mic?
Al Peterson: The Earthworks SR line
has been a favorite of mine for awhile
now. I've never been afan of mics with
an exaggerated bottom end. They sound
great in headphones and give the male
voice that rumbling power we all like
to believe we have, but in the end Ilike
the flat response with clarity at the top. I
bought an SR mic right off the floor at an
AES show some years back and I'm still
using it. Ruler-flat out to about 30 kHz,
and if Iwant to dial in extra thump or
more shimmer, Ican do that in software.
Dave Plotkin: My all-time favorite mic
is the RCA 77B. The combination of the
warm sound of the ribbon and the Art
Deco look puts it at the top of my list.
Needless to say it's fantastic for recording live music. The Shure SM5B would
fall second in line followed by a more
practical and affordable preference, the
Shure SM7B.
Christopher Springmann:

Neumann

BCM104 and the CAD ElOOS for broadcast; Sennheiser MKH60 for "urgent,"
in-your-face L.A.-sound WO. Sennheiser
MD46 mics for location work.
Curt Yengst: For radio, Ilike the EV
RE series. They're built like tanks and
sound good. For studio work, Isometimes miss my AKG C414. It's aSwiss
Army knife of a microphone. My current favorite is the Rode NT-2. Ialso
love my Gyraf G7 tube mic that Ibuilt
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Curt Yengst displays
his favorite mics:
Gyraf G7, Rode
NT- 2and Electro Voice RE320.

Peterson: Idon't have afavorite per se.
I work primarily under Windows but
have dabbled in Linux audio software
for several years. Iwas abeta tester for
Cool Edit back when it was aSyntrillium
product and still enjoy using it. Iteach
college-level classes in Adobe Audition.
At home I'm using Mixbus by Harrison
with the Ardour-based audio engine) and
Ihave Audacity loaded on everything.
In between, I've used them all: SAWStudio, Vegas, the DSE-7000 and Audicy,
the Roland DM-80 ... It's along list.
Ireally should be better friends with
Pro Tools. The product is everywhere you
can think of, but I've just never been able
to cozy up to it. It's agreat suite, but it's
expensive and not compatible with VST
or LADSPA plug-ins, which Iuse alot.
What's your favorite tool or widget?
Springmann: Radio Systems CT-2002
studio timers. We have three, and live
and die by them. I'm also quite partial
to the Telos Hx2 hybrid, a brilliant,
feature- rich, sophisticated instrument

from aset of plans. Beast of athing, but
sounds great for vocals.
Do you have afavorite mixer?
Springmann: Ilike the Allen & Heath
XB-14, for the built-in telco channels
and mix-minus among other cool features. Ihave two Edirol R-44 four-track
recorders with mixer functions, which
we always use for backup recordings
and occasional location work.
Yengst: I'm sort of partial to the old
Tascam DM-24 digital mixer, probably
because Iown one and know my way
around it. At Star 99.1 we use Yamaha
01V96s for production, and we've been
very happy with them. Our main consoles
are Wheatstone Audioarts D-75s. Ilove
them because they can handle both digital
and analog sources, and are easy to set up.
Plotkin. Well, if Ihad to pick afavorite
console lwould choose aformer industry
standard PR&E BMX-III. I have two
myself. Although, there really is very
little need to have a mixing console
anymore when doing production. Everything can be mixed in the software. It's
amazing how far we've come.
How about favorite software platform?
Plug-in(s)?
Yengst: While we use Adobe Audition
at Star 99.1, my favorite audio platform
is SAWStudio. Ilike it because it's got
the feel of agood old-fashioned analog
console and multitrack. Plus it's got the

Christopher Springmann speaks into aCAD ElOOS with Pro Tools in the background.
best-sounding summing buss I've ever
heard. Iuse it primarily for recording and
mixing music projects. For radio work I

and moneymaker, especially now that
we no longer use ISDN.

sometimes use the audio features in Sony
Vegas. As far as plug-ins go. Iactually
tend not to use many. SAWStudio and
Vegas already come with the basics,
and Iaugment them with a few of the
freebies I've featured in my recent "Free
Software" articles for Radio World.

Plotkin: A classic — the Symetrix 528E
mic processor. Ilove the challenge of
getting it to sound just right.

Plotkin: Iam afan of Adobe Audition.
It's designed for the radio production
and creative director. It can be as powerful or simplistic as you ntake it. It's

Tom Vernon: My favorite tool with my
MacBook Air laptop is the Digigram 442
Cancun USB Interface. With it, Ican
mix four microphones, and Iget arobust
headphone output. With afull charge on
the laptop and the Cancun plugged into
USB, running Audacity, you're good for
about one-and-a-half hours.
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Yengst: My Swiss Army knife with the
LED flashlight and 8GB memory stick
built in. Inever leave home without it.
Peterson: My soldering gun. Nothing
gets done until the cables work.
Are you all- digital?
Plotkin: That's an interesting question. I am the guy people come to
when they need a cart, record or reel
transferred. However, all editing and
producing is done in software. We do
operate on a Harris VistaMax Digital
network. Digital and analog both have
their advantages. There is nothing like
that "analog sound."

products like the Adobe suite moving up
to "the cloud," you don't really even own
your own editing equipment anymore.
Back in analog days, you could
still find a rubber pinch roller for an
Ampex reel machine built more than
two decades prior. Even today, The Cart
Guys out in Tucson sell kits to keep
Fidelipac and Dynamax cart machines
running. But if you called Studer tomorrow to say your Dyaxis digital editor
needed parts, Idon't know what they
would say at the other end.

/1•111

me the basis for being an excellent editor and trained me how to use my ears
... not just look at awaveform.
Vernon: Iremember the transition to
digital very well. What Imiss the most
about analog is the unique "sound" that
the equipment had, particularly vacuum
tubes. There was an art and science to
tuning up analog tape recorders, and
when you got it right, not only were
the specs on the money, but that unique
sound was there as well.
Digital makes things easier, however,
(continued on page 18)

Visit us at

SURESTREAM

NAB Radio Show
Booth 407
to learn
more!

All/
ABM,

The # 1Choice of Broadcasters
for Audio over the Public Internet

Peterson: At work, yes. At home, no
— I'm analog right up to the Mixbus
computer.

tems reach end of life and you are obligated to shift everything upwards (ever
try to run Cool Edit under Windows 8?).
New versions of software may not be
backwards-compatible with older versions, much less that $2,500 sound card
you bought only four years ago. And with

everything was analog. I miss the
"hands-on feel." Splicing tape, cueing
records and carting up spots. It may
sound silly, but when dubbing a commercial onto cart, Imiss the challenge of
starting the cart machine amillisecond
before pressing play on the reel. While
splicing tape was an art unto itself, you
can do so much more digitally. Iwould
be at work until 2a.m. every night if we
still had to produce everything on tape.
Digital editing has made it much easier
to create more intricate audio pieces.
However, I wouldn't trade my analog
education for anything. It's what gave

Plotkin: When Istarted in radio, most

Yengst: At Star, most of the inputs
to the console are digital, including
the mic processor outputs, AudioVault
outputs and CD players. Ithink just the
phones and traffic ISDN come in analog. From there it's acompletely digital
signal path to the transmitter. We don't
use an IP network for audio. It's all
AES/EBU.

You are old enough to have survived
the transition from analog to digital;
what do you miss most about analog?
How has digital made your life easier?
Harder?
Peterson: There was a definite tactile satisfaction to doing a mix by ear
with real faders under your fingertips.
Certainly if you botched a move on a
non-automated mixer, you would have
to go back and do it again. And the next
day, with fresh ears, you would hate the
mix you did the day before. But all in
all, Ithink that's what Imiss most.
I don't miss recording to tape.
Alignments, calibrations, head relapping, tensioning, degaussing, oxide
shedding ... you can keep all that. I'm
pleased to find out, during atape demonstration to my class, that Ican still
edit out a popped "p" at 15 ips with a
razor blade. But sorry to say these days,
that's like boasting that you can still
change the wick on awhale oil lantern.
Life is easier in that editing and
timing extended segments can be fast
and precise ( Ido long-form talk programming), and time-stretching means
everything ends right on the tick.
On the other hand, life gets harder in
that product obsolescence is not determined by you anymore. Operating sys-
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SureStream makes the public Internet aviable alternative to existing synchronous networks
such as T1 and ISDN without any compromise to your station's sound or reliability.
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To find out what SureStream can do for you, visit www.surestream.ws today!
"SureStream technology has
made possible something
that was conventionally
assumed to be impossible:
having ahigh quality, realtime audio link over the
open Internet."
Dan Houg, KAXE/
Northern CommunityRadio

"There are no audio drops
from failover relays, glitches
or other anomalies, as the
SureStream decoder works
its magic."

Larry Holtz,
Al! Classical Radio, Oregon
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"It has become a hobby of
mine to check the control
panel every so often and see
just how many packets have
been dropped with no effect
on the continuity or quality
of our broadcast audio."
Jordi Gol,
Radio Flaix, Catalonia

"We could see that the line
was continually suffering
from lost packets, but
SureStream's
advanced
resequencer ensured that
the audio output always
remained perfect."
Radio Vaticana

p tom

ussales@worldcastsystems.com
T: + 1305 249 3110
WorldCast
apLSystems Group

www.aptcodecs.com
www.worldcastsystems.com
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PRODUCTION
(continued from page 17)

Dave Plotkin's golden
oldies home setup,
featuring aShure
SM5B microphone and
aPacific Research &
Engineering BMX- III
mixer.
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cleaner. What Imiss about analog is that
it was more forgiving. If something got
overdriven, it just clipped and got alittle
crunchy sounding. You also didn't have
to worry about clocking signals, sample
rates, and jitter. You just ran some cable
and made it happen.

because it is ready to go the moment
you turn the power on. No warming
up equipment, no last-minute tweaks or
adjustments. It either works or it doesn't.
Yengst: As far as the transition from
analog to digital goes, I think we've
handled it well. What I like about it
is that it takes less cable to move the
same amount of channels, some of the
gain-staging headaches are gone, and
when handled properly, it does sound

NEW...
un AA"'

Springmann: A little background and
context. Isort of came late to pro audio.
Istarted "Life, Love & Health" in 2003,
after spending 25 years in the advertising, annual report and magazine photography business, just as digital was
overwhelming and replacing film. Fortunately, the same thing was happening
in audio capture, editing, production
and distribution. My first recorder was
an HHB MDP 500 MiniDisc recorder, quickly replaced by two Marantz
PMD660s, which were replaced by
the Roland R-44. Thus, Imissed tape
entirely.
Idon't miss anything about analog.
Nothing. Iam not sentimental about old
inefficient technologies like typewriters,
film and photo labs, plus endless driving;
or tape recorders. All of these technologies had their day, era or centuries, some
much longer than others, like film.
Digital has made life so much easier,
efficient and fun. The "Lifesaver Factor":
the ability to instantly review, then make
aduplicate of aWAV file and archive it,
and/or move it to an FTP site or remote
server, way beyond the original recorder,
the world's cheapest career insurance.
Nonlinear, nondestructiv - editing,
never physically "touching" ( literally)
the original, is ajoy.

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC.

-

DIGILINKeiHD
_

— Single station tu Mufti-site Group
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_

— VPN Remote Voice tracking
— Your Music scheduler or ours
— Multi- sound card Console interface
— Live Automated Dames with Rain delay
— Share audio files across the hall or continent

Scalable, high speed Radio Automation for Multistudio, Multisite Applications

•
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speed ... power... and control

Digilink-HO ( OHO) is designed from the ground up for today's fast paced, distributed content, single station or multi- site Group. It empowers
local and remote talent to collaborate to deliver exciting content, build your audience share, and increase sales. OHO has the tools to enable you
to work faster, work smarter, and do more. For On Air. OHO supports live on air, live assist, hard disk automation, satellite automation. and
Games automation. OHO supports multiple sound cards for interface to aconsole and live crossfading. Audio files can be shared across the
station or across the planet. To create live sounding automation and facilitate flexible use of talent. DHD features apowerful segue editor, voice
track recorder- editor, and remote voice tracking over aVPN (virtual private network). The voice track recorder- editor supports complete control plus the ability to assign amusic bed under the voice track with ducking. OHO supports any kind of programming and any size market or
multi- site group.

4On Air Station cluster only
www.arrakis—systems.e,

$
51:10 / month
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Do you do more or less in-house produ( tion than you did in the past?
Plotkin: We do an enormous amount of
in-house production and imaging. We
have fun creating agency-quality spots
for our clients and constantly challenge
ourselves with new station imaging and
creative ideas.
Yengst: We're doing way more in-house
production at Star 99.1 than we've ever
done. When Istarted there as a board
operator back in the late ' 80s/early ' 90s,
we had one production room. Now we
have four production suites, which are
always busy, and acouple people have
limited production capabilities at their
desks. Ieven have SAWStudio installed
on my laptop in my office, in case Iwant
to get into the act.
Springniann: Virtually everything is
done in-house except for projects that
require a collaborative team approach
and ahigher level of outside skills, especially video productions.
What topics would you like to see us
cover more in Radio World? Write to
radioworldenbmedia.com.

BUYER'S GUIDE
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Studio Furnishings, Design & Acoustics

Studio Technology Works for WTMD
strong and stable surface. Base cabinetry is manufactured using 3/4-inch-thick
melamine-clad panels ( MCP) so that
screws attach securely without going

ness from many of the largest broadcast
firms. (You see their products frequently
around the Washington/Baltimore area.)
Studio Technology provides design, construction and installation nationwide.
From my experience, they can build
and ship to you for assembly. They can
provide crews to handle assembly and
they will help acustomer reuse furniture

through the other side. Tops are sectionalized and seams finished on-site when
necessary, such as for Conan.
It would not be a stretch to say
that Vince's firm is one of the biggest
mom-and- pop operations in the studio
furnishings business, with repeat husi-

in instances such as amove or changing
from acut-out drop-in analog console to
atop-mounted digital console.
For information, contact Vince Fiola
at Studio Technology in Pennsylvania
at ( 610) 925-2785 or visit
studiotechnology.com.

Consultant appreciates the attitude of the supplier: ' Let me come down there'

USERREPORT
BY EDWIN BUKONT
E2 Technical Services
TOVVSON, Mo. — Knock on wood.
Or laminate. When you are buying
broadcast furniture, where function is
as important as form, the beauty may be
only skin deep.
Knowing what to expect is why
my company and others advised
WTMD(FM) in Towson, Md., part of
Towson University, to use Studio Technology of Kennett Square, Pa., for their
recent project for six studios.
CUSTOMIZED
Founded in 1991 by company President Vince Fiola, Studio Technology
brings 10,000 square feet of manufacturing facilities and eight staff to the job
of building custom technical furniture
and accessories (such as LCD mounts)
for all areas of broadcast facilities, not
just the studios.
After 30+ years of systems integration,
Ihave learned afew things about quality
studio furnishings. When Iget called into
aproject, among the first questions Iask
is, "Who is building the furniture?"
Choosing furniture properly will make
a difference in the terms of a project's
scope, cost and schedule. As an example,
does any point inside the furniture exceed
arm's reach? If so, you may not be getting
your wiring in there efficiently.
Ifirst worked with Studio Technology
right after it formed, and have worked
with them many times since. WTMD
presented some challenges because the
wiring between studios was done by a
cabling vendor to Towson University
IT specifications and we had a short
schedule. S-T worked with us to prep for

ABOUT BUYER'S GUIDE
Radio World publishes User Reports on
products in various equipment classes
throughout the year to help potential
buyers understand why colleagues chose
the equipment they did. AUser Report
is an unpaid testimonial by auser who
has already purchased the gear. ARadio
World Product Evaluation, by contrast, is
afreelance article by apaid reviewer who
typically receives ademo loaner. Do you
have astory to tell? Write to bmoss@
nbmedia.com.

pre-terminated cables without requiring
major surgery on-site.
We encountered the "architects surprise" wherein furniture was expected
to be supported against
fabric-covered
walls.
Studio Technology provided detailed drawings to show the general
contractor where blocking was needed. Studio
Technology was responsive and resourcefu I
throughout the project,
even driving down some
added legs the same day
they were requested.
Not every
project
requires custom furniture,
but almost every piece
requires some customization. Studio Technology
can provide cookie cutter
product; however, Vince
much prefers to say, "Let
me come down there:'
taking his own photos and
measurements, and working directly with the project team (yes,
even the architect!) — exchanging as
much as information as possible. In the
words of Fiola, "We try to listen to what
the customer is trying to accomplish ...
then do everything we can to provide it."
An example: The typical access door
panels used on Studio Technology furniture are free of protruding hardware.
A simple bar supports the door and
four roller catches secure the door. To
open, you grasp the top edge and pull.
This reduces unplanned opening, prevents clothing and headphone cords from
being caught and leaves asmooth surface
should the door come in contact with
fabric-covered surfaces. Hinged doors
in tabletop racks are outfitted similarly,
using an alternate-action catch.
Another aspect typical of the product
is the "punchblock base:' which provides ample mounting space and access
from the outside whenever possible.
Openings, big enough to fit in, are provided throughout or as requested.
Because forced air brings problems
of cost, noise, electrical usage and
maintenance, simple convection cooling
using vented access panels is the standard ventilation method. This is handy
when you want to provide temporary
access without leaving it all open.
Studio Technology uses mediumdensity fiberboard ( MDF) to manufacture countertops, which provides a
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Toll- Free Number:

888-765
Materials,to
Control SounctA
Eliminate Noise

Acoustic diffuser design
has evolved over time...

The Future is near.
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The Intelligent Network News

All- Digital Air Chain. Oh Yeah, It's Happening.

AirAuraX3. FM-531HD. VP-81P. PUNCH!

Right Now! Live On The Air!

Wheatstone® baseband192 is in our

Wheatstone® baseband192 is on the air

FM processors, live and ready to go!

with Nautel AND now working with BE!
In the immortal words of Alvin and the Chipmunks,
o

we have arrived! As many of our friends know,
Northern Lights KTVVN-FM ( 96.3) in Minneapolis

•
•

•

went on the air with Wheatstone's new AirAura

..11111111111iiiiiiii11111111.

X3 audio processor into a Nautel transmitter
last month, clearing the last obstacle to a 100%
digital air chain because of the processor's new

t
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baseband192 interface. A week later, BE connected
the basebanc1192 into their new FM exciter. Here's
the how and the why of digital composite MPX.

We dicii l't waste a second making sure you could be up and
running the second we were on the air with baseband192!

Get more information here:

Each of these will punch your digital signal directly into your

september131NN.wheatstone.com

transmitter. And they are ALL WheatNet-IP native.

one way or another, you're gonna need help recovering
after your first encounter with our LX- 24...

...yep, THAT good...

gotta have it!

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com
OK, this spread is an advertising space paie for by Wheatstone. But hopefully you'll find it informative, entertaining arid compelling.
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Disaster Discovery with BLADEs
If it happens, you're ready. Your BLAU:1Es will be the first
to detect an outage...and take action.
Every year about this time we hear from the engineer or GM or PD or some other
poor soul who happened to be the last one out of the station when the big storm/
flood/earthquake hit. Maybe it was even you, the guy left alone with his thoughts and
the WheatNet-IP (WNIP) system blinking up at you as if to ask, what's next? If you've
done some emergency planning, there's probably not much to worry about. Even if
you haven't, the WheatNet-IP audio over IP system is going to help you out, starting
with silence detection and auto routing the main feed over to another BLADE that isn t
connected to the switcher/power source/whatever that's taken the hit.
Get the whole story here: septemberl3INN.wheatstone.com
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Wheatstone and -feline. More Magic.
It was bound to happen. Every time we get together with
the guys from Tieline, we get carried away...
...last time it was the Genie, Tieline's distribution codec that we joined up
with our WNIP for carrying long distance control of sources, devices and
surfaces between remote studios. This time, it is Merlin PLUS, Tieline's

Tiny Tools For The Other Side of the Glass
We think miniaturization is just about the coolest thing.
Our tiny talent panels take control surfaces to new
diminutive dimensions.

new IP audio codec that now talks directly to the WheatNet-IP network
through a WNIP card for managing up to six simultaneous remotes. The
benefit: direct communication from the board op at the studio to remote

The talent stations you've been waiting for. These networked control
panels put talent mic controls, headphone volume and source
selection, and much more at the talent's fingertips. No more having to

reporters anywhere in the field.

wire together a talent station with mic, amp, headphone and speaker
Get the whole story here: septemberl3INN.wheatstone.com

controls. It's all right here.
TS- 22 This single panel controller plugs into the WheatNet-IP Intelligent
Network to provide controls for mic, headphone, amplifier and speaker
levels all in cne turret. No outboard equipment required and no wiring it
all together. It's all right here in one IP-accessed turret.

FM-531HD: Power To The People!

TS- 4 The smaller TS-4 talent station provides lighted on/off/cough and
talkback switches for a single talent microphone. A rotary headphone

We took the power of the AirAura and the size of a BLADE and made

source selector is provided along with an OLED display for identifying the

a petite powerhouse, priced right! Has baseband192 and WheatNet-IP

selected source. The source selector doubles as a volume control. The

built in! The best value in a high-performance FM processor.
Get the whole story here iseptemberl3INN.wheatstone.com
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Get the whde story here septemberl3INN.wheatstone.com
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RBDG SILENCES THE TRAINS
The client thought it had the perfect site for
its new broadcast studios — three floors above
street level, awater view with alovely park in the
foreground — all except for that train roaring by
regularly, of course. One line brought alocomotive
within 10 feet of the building (see photo).
For aradio broadcaster dependent upon aclean
sound, compromising on anoise-free environment
can be apoor and potentially expensive choice.
In this case, client The Ackerley Group called
in Russ Berger Design Group ( RBDG) early in
the process. RBDG says it studied the situation
and applied its studio design experience to create
cost-effective methods to isolate the studios from
traingenerated sound and vibration.
Berger said, " Dealing with these conditions
from the beginning resulted in a quiet, vibrationfree broadcast environment, where trains slide
silently past. Making corrections halfway through
the design process would have been disruptive
and expensive — impossible if addressed postconstruction."
RBDG offers studio design services featuring
sound isolation, noise and vibration control, room
acoustics, layout and technical infrastructure plans.
Info: www.rbdg.com
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(computerized numerical control) router for complex

ARRAKIS PUTS THE ACCENT
ON FURNITURE

geometries and surfaces.
Accent is available in standard as well as custom
configurations. The hybrid metal frame and structural
panel design, combined with the CNC manufacturing

With the introduction of its Accent line of
advanced component studio furniture for radio,
Arrakis says it is going astep further. According to
the company, the metal structure is integrated art-

system, tailor the product to fit astudio's size and
shape. Numerous colors and textures to match decor
are available.
The Accent furniture collection is stylistic and
functional, with brushed aluminum frame and cus-

fully into the visible design décor of the cabinetry.
With its origins in the console market, Arrakis

dramatically improved manufacturing tolerances and

tomizable tabletops.

says, it was a pioneer the metal post and wood panel
construction found in most high- end radio studio

made high- quality modularity possible.
Arrakis says its wood products manufacturing facil-

For information, contact Arrakis Systems in
Colorado ( 970) 461-0730, ext. 309 or visit vyww.

furniture in use today. An internal metal structure

ity is top- of-the- line, including a large- capacity CNC

arrakis-systems.corn.

PORTABLE SOUND
DAMPENING FROM
REALTRAPS
The RealTraps Quiet Zone is a portable recording booth large enough
to create a quiet and acoustically
dead recording environment for
many recording applications, the
company says. It's suitable for singers and voiceover artists, as well as
brass players.

pi
Can you afford
to have this caller ,'
go off on your
0
g
tation?
What's the true cost of
offensive., libelous and profane
speech on your airwaves?
Angry advertisers? Lost
listeners? FCC Fines?

WEN

LI-!

PDIP4

Program Delay Manager with
PD- Alert '" emails time- stamped
audio every time the Dump button
It is designed around three
RealTraps MicroTrap panels — each
2 x4 feet — mounted on legs. The
RealTraps Quiet Zone weighs 32
pounds and assembles with ascrewdriver. At 6feet 7 inches high, it can
accommodate even very tall people.
The QuietZone needs about 40
inches ( wide) by 26 inches (deep) of
floor space.
The Quiet Zone features a much

gets pressed, so you know
what happened instantly. With
simple web setup and control,
plus delayed GPIO and serial
data capability, we swear
you won't find features
and audio qua'ity
this good in otner
profanity delays!

larger, freestanding setup that
offers three times the absorbing surface area of the RealTraps Portable
Vocal Booth, and double the surface
area of the RealTraps Carrel, the
company says.
For information, contact RealTraps
in Connecticut at ( 866) 732-5872 or
visit www.realtraps.com.

It's about time
A lelos Alliance Company

•

www.25-Seven.com

• ( 888) 257-2578
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Seeing São Paulo With WSDG

The soundbaffling windows
can be seen

lock. There are also a 100-square-foot
production lab and a 150-square-foot
CMR on the premises.
Virtually every one of our studios
and production suites is distinguished
by breathtaking window views. The
idea of masking those views with
sound-muffling curtains was unacceptable, so we asked WSDG to devise an
acoustically and aesthetically pleasing
solution.

here fully
exposed, before
installation.

WSDG recommended outfitting the
five oversized windows in our two
primary on-air studios with Quadratic

Brazilian broadcaster retains cityscape views in new studios

USERREPORT

y.

BY MARCOS VICCA
VP, Group Mix/Artistic Director,
Mix106.3 FM
AND SERGIO TADEAU
MixFM Technical Director
SA-O PAULO — For almost 20
years, Mix106.3 FM Radio has built a
strong following among Brazil's prized
15-29-year-old listener demographic.
The station's high-powered top 40 signal is heard throughout the country. As
our listening audience and advertising
client base expand, so, too, do our staff
and studio requirements.
In 2006, the station moved to the
22nd floor of a state-of-the-art skyscraper in São Paulo. The building's
antenna soars 1,033 meters (almost
4,000 feet) above sea level, providing a
strong signal that reaches more than 2
million listeners a month, making that
signal the leader in 74 markets, according to the Brazilian Institute of Public
Opinion and Statistics ( IBOPE).
VIEWPOINTS
Our search for an architect/acoustician led us to the Belo Horizonte, Brazil,
office of the Walters-Storyk Design
Group. A 40-year-old, multinational
studio design firm, WSDG has created
thousands of broadcast, TV production
and recording studios around the world.
WSDG Brazil-based partner Renato
Cipriano made numerous site visits and
participated in meetings with our on-air,
engineering and management teams to
help develop a studio design program
to optimize the space. One of our major
concerns was that our new studios be

able to take advantage of the extraordinary 360-degree cityscape views avail -

STATION SERVICES
Find us on FACEBOOK for asteady stream of SALES TIPS, HOT LEADS, COOL IDEAS and
CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell more advertising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS sell more stuff)!

Sound Ideas
for Building Businesssm
Radio Features You Can Sell.
:
301:60 sec - FREE DEMOS!

GraceBroadcast.com
ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

able from many of our windows.
The studio comprises 15 individual
components. A spacious 2,000-squarefoot reception room/lobby leads to
a 5-foot wide, 40-foot-long corridor,
which provides access to six studios,
three production suites and related support spaces, all of which border the
corridor.
First studio on the left is On-Air
SP 1, our 200-square-foot primary onair broadcast suite. Directly adjacent
is our 150-square-foot On-Air Satellite
Broadcast Studio. A 130-square-foot
reserve studio for future expansion
resides between the Satellite studio and
Production 3, which features aspacious
isolation booth designed to accommodate both voiceover artists and live
performances. The right side of the corridor is headed by Production Suites 1
and 2, a 350-square-foot complex with
two individual studios and two ISO
booths, accessible by afour-door sound

Residue Diffusers (QRDs). Custommade of clear glass, and fabricated in
Brazil, these units were designed to
cover each window completely. QRDs
consist of a linked series of narrow,
translucent "wells," precisely calculated to diffuse the frequency range
of each studio and joined together as
a single " window sill-to-window-top"
installation. While similar units have
been used in high-end recording studios such as New York's Jungle City,
they had never before been applied to
aradio station.
These units have proven themselves
extremely effective in keeping extraneous noise from leaking into our studios from outside (including plane and
helicopter engines), while permitting a
virtually unobstructed view of the city.
For information, contact Sergio
Molho with Walters-Storyk Design
Group in New York at ( 845) 691-9300
or visit www.wsdg.com.

AFTER A DEMO,
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WABE Revamps With Harris Broadcast
New studios provide space and boost morale

USERREPORT
BY ROGER PARKER
Maintenance Engineer
WABE(AM)

ment, and ensure the desired furniture
layouts would fit in each room. A local
electrician established new runs to a
generator-connected UPS to bolster onair protection. The Harris Broadcast

to the point where clutter is not an issue.
A sturdy overall build supports all critical on-air and production equipment.
We chose the sit-down designs, which
replace stand-up desks in Studios 1and
2. This ensures our hosts are seated
and well within reach of on-air con-

team recommended using Cat-5 trunk
cables for the best performance. The
redesign also included new soundproofing for each studio prior to delivery of
the furniture.
We chose Harris Broadcast PR&E
Smoothline furniture for each studio.
The desks are very clean and low-profile
and blend in well with the complementary cabinets. The surfaces are spacious

soles without uncomfortable stretching.
Furthermore, the Smoothline designs
build boom mies, headphone jacks
and associate amps and audio settings
directly into the surfaces — giving each
host and guest complete control from
their positions.
The ability to handle weight is
extremely important to the overall operation. Each surface accommodates PR&E

ATLANTA — Studio redesigns represent more than atechnology change in
the radio broadcast facility. Essentially,
they can create a seismic shift in the
personality of the entire operation.
Harris Broadcast and its PR&E studio solutions helped us achieve that
complete change in look and feel at
WABE(AM) in Atlanta — along with
technical upgrades that have introduced
new operational efficiencies across the
facility.
RENEWAL
WABE has served the Atlanta region
since the 1950s as apublic broadcaster.
The station broadcasts classical music
and NPR news programs to listeners
online and over the air. The new design
has injected new life and energy into
that mission.
The design initiative focused on the
upper floor, with new furniture, production and on-air equipment to support the
existing Studio 1 and Studio 2 spaces.
A large conference room was stripped
and converted into Studio 4. (Studio 3
remains downstairs and was not part of
the project.)
The seeds were planted through
drawings to map out electrical require

Compete Grbund System Construction,
Evaluat on and Repair Services
McM Prep Services
Fast, Efficient Full Site Construction Servic
Reliab e, On- time Installation
Firm Quotes
Quality Workmanship

www.amgroundsystems.co

866-227-2346

ri 866-22RADIO

Serving the Technical
and Construction Needs of
AM Broadcasters for 30 Years

infoi @arneroundysternotrà
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NetWave consoles and three monitors connected to a central computer.
Smoothline cabinets atop the surface
house CD players, mic processors and
other source equipment. Studio 4, now the
largest of the group, adds an underneath
Smoothline cabinet for power amplifiers
and audio processing equipment.
We like that Harris Broadcast
punches intelligently placed holes for
cable runs and equipment connections
in advance of delivery. This makes
most of the process plug and play. All
holes were in the right position for mic
booms, harnesses and cable trays to
expedite installation.
The custom furniture designs include
agrayish top with black trim that looks
very sharp, and blends well with the
surrounding environments. Studio 1is
our main on-air studio, with one host
and one guest position. Studio 2 serves
mostly production needs, with one host
and two guest positions.
Studio 4 opens up new possibilities
for WABE with its much larger size (23
feet x 15 feet), accommodating one host
and four guest positions at the larger
desk. We expect to use this space for
talk shows and live entertainment down
the road. We will also move annual
pledge drives to this studio as the quarters are far more spacious than the previous location in Studio 2.
Technically, the studio redesign also
opened up the opportunity to improve
audio distribution and source sharing
across the facility. SCMS, the sales arm
for this project, recommended a PR&E
VistaMax to tie everything together. This
feeds audio to every studio and console,
with extra redundancy through hard-wiring to network and satellite systems. This
ensures that we can still feed audio and
reprogram destinations easily if the facility network goes down for any reason.
Meanwhile, the NetWave consoles
bring new simplicity to the on-air and
production operation, with plug-andplay modules for operational flexibility, along with clean, easy-to-read VU
meters to check audio levels. Overall,
they look very nice and add to the clean,
modern feel of the studios.
Above all, the entire project has
boosted morale across the facility. This
was avery old building that was built in
the 1950s. Bringing in new equipment,
furniture and cabinets has created new
energy, and provided acutting-edge feel
that expands what we can do as aradio
station. In this way, the project truly
represents aseismic shift in personality
at WABE. The Harris Broadcast PR&E
team and solution, with contributions
from SCMS, played asignificant role in
making it happen.
For information, contact Brian
Clifford at Harris Broadcast in Ohio
at ( 513) 459-3714 or visit www.
harrisbroadcast.com.
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that meet acustomer's needs, flows
well and will hold up and continue to
look as good in five years as it did the

RAM SAYS IT'S
A ONE-STOP SHOP

day installed.
RAM can also manufacture acoustic
paneling, tiles and baffles for radio stations or for custom installation projects
in avariety of colors, cloth treatments,
materials, sizes and edges.
In addition, it carries full lines of
many major broadcast equipment

RAM Broadcast Systems says that whether
you're a major market broadcast group or a
"mom and pop" operation, RAM can be your
engineering, equipment, system integration
and furniture source for complete facilities or

manufacturers.
For information, contact RAM Broad-

individual studios.
It adds that RAM Broadcast Systems can

cast Systems in Illinois at ( 847) 487-7575
or visit www.ramsystemsonline.com.

provide custom designs for studio furniture

FURNITURE COMPANY
Radio • Office • TV

Made in the USA since 1985

The Engineer's Choice

FROM TITUS, DOUBLESIDED HANGING
PLEXIGLAS FIXTURES

*Introducing
collaborative ergonomics I

For several years Titus Technological Laboratories has been manufac-

Private Office • Open Office

turing and selling single- sided hanging Plexiglas light fixtures as a part
of its HPL On Air Light series. This
light fixture is one-sided and usually

More People
More Connected
Less Space

mounted on awall either over or
next to astudio door.
Titus Labs says it has now designed
adouble- sided " blade"-style hanging Plexiglas light fixture suitable for

ATTENTION

mounting in a hallway, perpendicular
with the wall and visible with the correct orientation of the lettering from
either side. This is the BPL series.
The light fixture uses high- power

General Managers:

Make OMNIRAKYour Choice Too.

LEDs, red being standard ( white,
green, yellow or blue upon request).
The standard text is " ON AIR" or
"RECORDING." Custom lettering as
well as station logos can be engraved
into the Plexiglas as well. Dual color
LEDs are an option.
Mounting to the wall is via an
aluminum bracket. The light fixture
draws about 300 mA at 12 VDC.
For information, contact Titus
Technological Laboratories in
Connecticut at ( 800) 806-8851 or
visit www.tituslabs.com.

\jhe

unCube — 6-Desk Cluster

Now Omnirax can furnish your entire facility, making ALL your " furniture headaches" go away!
Choose Omnirax for your next project, and become acustomer for life.
P.O.Box 1792, Sausalito, CA 94966 • 800.332.3393 • 415.332.3392 • www.omnirax.com • info@omnirax.com
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MIDDLE ATLANTIC ADDS
SIT/STAND FUNCTIONALITY
TO VIEWPOINT

ACOUSTIC GEOMETRY ROUNDLY
DIFFUSES SOUND
Acoustic Geometry says that its Curve Diffusor, using an innovative and
improved version of the classic polycylindrical designs used in recording, broadcast and film studios since the 1930s, simplifies the creation of natural- sounding, professionally accurate acoustic spaces.
The Curve's phase- coherent, constant- radius design has proved to minimize
flat surface reflection probIems by broadly and evenly scattering sound energy
that would otherwise cause large, destructive interference effects, it claims.
According to the company, the diffusor also acts as adiaphragmatic midbass absorber, and each Curve model includes a built-in mass- loaded vinyl
membrane low- bass absorber. The Curve Diffusor solves two acoustical issues:
diffusing mid-to- high frequencies and controlling low frequencies. In addition,
Acoustic Geometry says it adds agreat high- design look to any space.
The company adds that the interior of the Curve is lined with eco friendly
recycled bonded acoustical cotton absorber material. The units are stackable
and can be mounted vertically or horizontally. Stock fabric colors are onyx,
dove gray, birch ( textured light tan), mocha (textured medium tan) and red.
The Curve Diffusor Small measures 14 x42 x5inches and absorbs 40-300 Hz
while diffusing 500 Hz-10 kHz.

September I. 201 3

Middle Atlantic Products is introducing new height- adjustable sit/stand
functionality for its family of ViewPoint consoles and techrical furniture.
The company says that the sit/stand lift system's functionality promotes
proper ergonomics for healthy work environments, and is now available preinstalled in welded ViewPoint console bays or as astandalone workstation
model.
These new models have three preset height settings for fatigue elimination and increased user comfort, especially in multi- shift broadcast environments. The sit/stand lift legs do not intrude in equipment mounting bays,
leaving the Fur console bay width available for equipment. Quick shipment
is possible with athree-week standard lead-time, the same offered for all
standard ViewPoint orders, the company explains.
Available in the same variety of finishes as the complete ViewPoint system, the availability of new sit/stand mode's makes the line more flexible for
a number of situations and uses, Middle Atlantic says.
It adds that all Viewpoint technical furniture ships fully welded for drastically reduced assembly times.
For information, contact Middle Atlantic Products in New Jersey at
(800) 266-7225 or visit www middleatlant.c.com.

The Curve Diffusor Medium measures 21 x42 x7inches and absorbs 40-300
Hz while diffusing 300 Hz- 10 kHz.
For information, contact Acoustic Geometry at ( 888) 227-6645 or visit
www.acousticgeometry.com.

ACOUSTICS FIRST
DAMPENS THE
CEILING

Litt from Yellowtec is
an LED signal for broadcasters who recpire an

When it comes to acoustic
treatment, the first thoughts are
always of the walls.

m!ka microphone arm
system. The manufacturer emphasizes its

Rarely does aceiling get much
thought — after all, it might
already have those white allpurpose commercial drop ceiling
"acoustic" tiles in place. Aren't

programmable lignt and
flash patterns, bright
LED technology and
sleek design.

they good enough?
Acoustics First thinks not. It is

tings. Connect acomputer to the LISB port and use the Lighthouse software to
configure lighting patterns, flash modes and brightness.

giving afacelift to its Sonora line
of ceiling tiles by adding acoustic-

on-air indicator compatible with the company's

Each Litt has its own microcontroller with flash RAM to store set-

The unit uses , EDs at 50 percent of their rated power, for a promised 100-

damping fabric in many colors to
the face of the tiles. Tiles are avail-

year lifetime at three hours of daily use. Each segment is equipped with two
Philips Luxeon high- power LEDs. Its lens produces consistent radiance with
360- degree viewing angle.

able in square or tegular edges.
Sizes available are 23.75 inches
x23.75 inches ( square) or 23.75
inches x47.75 inches ( rectangular)

With avoltage range of 12-24 VIDC and inverse polarity protection circuitry,
Litt is described as easy to install. Segments connect on a Phoenix low- insertion force connector and the bus controller unit comes with achoice of mounting adaptors.

in one- or two-inch thicknesses.
For information, contact Acoustics First in Virginia at ( 804) 342-2900 or
visit www.acousticsfirst.com.

YELLOWTEC LITT IS A PROGRAMMABLE
ON-AIR LED LIGHT

Its anodized, durable aluminum matches brings a high-tech look to astudio.
For information, contact Yellowtec in California at ( 760) 294-7314 or visit
www.yellowtec.com.

IP • 3G • Wi Fi • 4G • BGAN / VSAT • PSTN • DSL
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2USB

COMPLETE REMOTE STUDIO ON TWO WHEELS
We are pretty

All audio was

sure this is a

fed to aComrex

first — an open-air

ACCESS Portable,

moving studio

complete with

broadcast on two

optional mixer,

wheels ( well, six,

which Dan used

technically).

to mix the live
on- air feed as the trio traversed the winding roads of

Dan Jackson, engineer for 92.9 FM in Perth, Australia

Perth. How did it all work out? Absolutely flawlessly — the show

was faced with a unique challenge. Breakfast hosts Paul Hogan

went on without as much as aspeed bump!

and Lisa Fernandez would be cycling for hours in strong winds

ACCESS Portable lets you send studio-quality live audio, real

and pouring rain as part of the 92.9 Kids Appeal for Telethon.

time over IP using 3G, 4G, Wi Fi, BGANNSAT, PSTN or DSL to

The unique solution was to equip Dan's bike as a mobile

make any remote broadcast really stand out. Connect with your

production facility. The talent wore wireless mics AND in-

audience from anywhere, live, with the easy to use, handheld

the-ear monitors which communicated with receivers and

ACCESS Portable!

transmitters in a rack bag on Dan's bike.

» WY
go%MUMMA
4 10b

comrex.com

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • e-mail: info@comrex.com
TELL US HOW YOU USE YOUR ACCESS AND WE'LL POST IT AT OUR ROAD WARRIOR BLOG:
remotes.comrex.com
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Balsys Builds for CCME Orlando
DOE appreciates ergonomic workspace with maximum ventilation and airflow

IUS ERREPORT
BY MIKE SPRYSENSKI
Director of Engineering
Clear Channel Orlando
ORLANDO, FLA. — Beginning in
1996 and through 1997, Ihad the opportunity to rebuild the studios and offices
for our six stations located in Orlando.
Fast forward 15 years and once again it
was time to rebuild the studios for the
same stations, plus afew additional ones
that had been acquired along the way.
The first time around, we used prefab
furniture from the same company that
provided the consoles and prewiring. No
longer needing to accommodate turntables, reel-to-reel tape machines, cart
decks and cassette loggers, Inow had a
chance to design and build out new studios to fit the stations' needs instead of
forcing them to adapt their occupancy
and work practices to fit the space they
had been rationed.
WORKSPACE
A big part of the success behind
building studios is in designing the
furniture to provide an ergonomic workspace, yet fulfill the technical requirements needed.
Studios in the 21st century now
require anywhere from five to seven
flat-screen monitors, four or more computers, and computer-based IP engines
and phone systems, all of which gen-

erate heat; so thinking about air flow
through the furniture is very important.
Less important to the engineer, but very
important to the jocks, is the workspace
to bring in guests.
So there are alot of things to consider when designing the studio furniture
but none are more important than who
will be building it. My choice for the
task is Balsys.
It begins with the design phase. First,
we put some basic ideas into Visio
and pass them off to Balsys. Then

we exchange emails and phone calls
back and forth until adesign is created
and finalized. Once the final drawings
are signed off, it is handed off to the
shop and their master cabinetmaker and
assistants.
Having the furniture designed and
built from scratch, especially with each
station's differing needs, is great. This
approach allows me to indicate where
Ineed headphone and microphone control panels routed into the furniture or
under the tabletops. Ican have Balsys

September 1,2013

drill the large holes needed for routing
electric and audio cables that run inside
and around the furniture as well as to
the outside world.
With consoles these days often being
control surfaces that barely drop below
the tabletop, you can design the studio
with plenty of leg room and keep the
studio look very clean. Just add the mic
booms and multi-monitor mounts and a
bunch of network cables to connect up
all the pieces and you are done.
Iam particular about maximum ventilation and airflow to keep the equipment cool. I had Balsys include the
maximum number of access doors and
customize each of the access panels
with large metal screens above and
below center. We also included enough
rack space to permit keeping at least
1RU space in-between each piece of
equipment and use vented rack panels
for these spaces.
Overall, Iam very pleased with the
way things have turned out; and the programming staff loves the new studios,
too. Iam fortunate to work with alot of
great folks here at Clear Channel Media
& Entertainment in Orlando, and everyone appreciates the end result of that hard
work. Balsys and their attention to detail
has been abig part of that success.
For information, contact Balsys
Wood Arts in Florida at (407) 6547611 or visit www.balsys.com.

TECHUPDATE
ESE PRODUCES NEW
TIMECODE DISPLAY
Equipment maker ESE has a
new model timecode display, the
ES-976.

The 976 uses large 7- inch red
LED digits for SMPTE/EBU time of
the day, RS-232C ASCII Time Code
or ESE's own Time Code. The unit
automatically determines the format that it is being fed to it.
Time can be displayed as a
12-hour clock or 24- hour militarystyle clock. Time zone and NTP
options are available. Amber,
blue and green LED digits are also
available by request.
The wall-mountable box is made
of aluminum with ablack textured
coating.
For information, contact ESE
in California at ( 310) 322-2136 or
visit wwvv.ese-web.com.

Rack 'em up.
Bright idea.
All of our consoles have LED button
lamps. They'll stay lit for — well, practically
forever. Let's just say, your kids won't
have to change bulbs, either.
•

Turn your Radius 8- fader console

Built to last... and last, and last.
Element modules are machined

A low price shouldn't mean " cheap".

aluminum with wear- resistant Lexan

Other companies cut corners on their low-cost

inserts for long life. We've even

consoles. Axia packs in as much as possible.

prevent tears around the fader slot.

aluminum work surfaces, anodized rub- proof

No " ouchies" here.
•

markings, aircraft- grade switches. At a price

Your station super- sizes everything?
No problem; iQ can scale from 8 to 24

studios, concert remotes and more.

Real conductive- plastic faders, machined -

designed custom- molded guides to

Big Shot.

into arack- mount powerhouse.
Great for OB vans, performance

less than some analog " bargain" consoles.

Unlimited vision.

•

faders. Handles even the most zany

Some console makers give you

morning crew, talk show - or

"switched meters" to save costs.

anything else you think up.
•

iQ does away with that annoyance:

Good timing.
Unlike those other guys' small consoles,
DESQ has an event timer and an
NTP-capable clock — built-in, not
extra cost. Because time is money
(pardon our pun!).
.•

high-rez OLED displays meter
all 4buses at once
•

Control at your fingertips.
See these buttons? You can program
them ( or the button modules available

Small but mighty.

for Element consoles) to perform

DESQ packs big console power into

routing salvos, system- wide scene

Just 18" square. 6 faders,

changes and more. Because great power

2buses, automatic mixminus, Show

requires control.

Profiles and more. Perfect for
standalone or networked studios.
•

Smarter phones.
Nui

0114 rift

Hybrid

Asia makes the switch.

controls built into iQ for

No " plug- n- pray" unmanaged

oirect-from-the-board control,

switches here; Axia builds

the iQ6 phone system connects

our own custom zero-config,

with just one Ethernet cable.
•

built- for- broadcast network
switch right into our

•

PowerStation and QOR

Network everywhere.

console engines.
..............
e

No need for cheesy AN mixers
RAQ lets you put a networkeG
professional console anywhere,

•

at aprice that'll make the even

Show-off,

stingiest GM smile.

Element lets you store
up to 99 Show Profiles "snapshots" that recall

Double your pleasure.
Did you know that one

channel sources, bus

Q0R.16 console engine will

assignments, EQ settings,

power 2RAQ or DESQ mix-

even fader positions. So

ing consoles? Makes your

every jock can have their

money go further on news

own customized console.

bullpens, production pods,
ingest stations, etc.

•
Speak your mind.

•
Step to the side.

Element consoles have
comprehensive talkback features.

Dirt and liquids: aconsole's most

You can talk directly to remote

hated enemy. Element foils ' em
with premium, side- loading

•
Handsome devil.

conductive- plastic faders: dirt

Our meters aren't just good-looking;

drops past, not in.

Available in small, large, and OMG.
Whatever size console you need,

Who's rid boss?
talent loves thou. uver 5,000
on the air makes Axia radio's

Element can handle it, from 4 to
40 faders in single or split frames
Huge selection of standard and
motorized modules, too.

favorite IP console.

codecs, phone callers, adjacent
studios.., even individual
talent's headphone feeds.

they're designed specifically to

Even our most cost-effective

convey the most information

Big power, small price.

possible at just aglance. And Axia

boards let you talkback to

Radius loads you up with 8 faders,

consoles support VU and PPM

callers and codecs.

4 mix buses, automatic mix-minus,

metering styles - something you

onboard EQ and voice dynamics

might not find on consoles that

and more — for just 55990 USD.

cost alot more.

Shii.

don't tell the accountants.

CHOOSING AXIA FOR YOUR NEXT CONSOLE IS EASY.
SELECTING ONE MIGHT TAKE AWHILE.
When we introduced AolP to radio in 2003, some folks thought we were off our nut.

makes life much simpler. They also appreciate our 5- year warranty and 24/7 technical

Today though, broadcasters agree: picking Axia is the right choice. With over 5,000 on

support ( not that they need It).

air daily, broadcasters have voted Axia the world's most popular networked console.

In fact, we calculate that thanks to our huge selection of frame, module and mixing

Who can blame them? Axia fans say that Livewire' networking is the most intelligent,

engines, there are at least 32,209,982 different ways to order an Axia console. With

flexible IP-Audio system in the industry. And that our huge number of partners, with

that many options, you'd better get started now! Mmm... don't you just love that

over 75 broadcast products from phones to transmitters that connect to Axia networks,

new-console smell?

AxiaAudio.com

Available in the U.S. from BGS: (
352) 622-7700
2013 Axle Audio The Telas Alliance .,his Reserved

RADIO ) RID Iraclioworldcom
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Omnirax Has Cumulus on Cloud 9
Easy-to-assemble customized furniture packages
fit bill for national group owner

USERREPORT
BY YANCY T. MCNAIR

labeled. The detailed instructions not
only showed how each unit went together but displayed pictures of the furniture already assembled at the Omnirax

Since
the
Cincinnati
project,
Cumulus has relied on Omnirax for several major projects, including Atlanta,
Turner Field in Atlanta, Bridgeport,
Conn., Modesto, Calif., Pensacola, Fla.,
and most recently for Cumulus Media
Networks in Nashville, Tenn., Dallas
and New York.

Regional Engineering Director
Cumulus Media Inc., Gulf Coast
PENSACOLA ,FLA. — One of my colleagues put it best when he said, "Life at
Cumulus is never dull."
As amember of agroup of Cumulus
Media engineers that travels the country
working on special projects, I agree.
Also, Iwas asked to write this article
because, according to Omnirax, Ihave
probably assembled more Omnirax furniture than anyone in the country.
I was introduced to Omnirax furniture in March 2009 during a studio
buildout in Cincinnati. Around noon
on delivery day, an 18-wheeler full
of Omnirax furniture arrived. When
Isay full, Imean full: Front-to-back,
floor-to-ceiling. It was overwhelming at
first. It took acouple hours for six of us
to unload the truck by hand and stage
everything in an empty floor of the
building. After unwrapping and unboxing each piece, we began distributing
the pieces into each room.
EASY TO ASSEMBLE
Then began the process of assembling the furniture.
Iliked that each piece was clearly

facility in California. Omnirax even
provided every tool we would need to
put each piece together. The furniture
was so simple, it took our team of six
engineers only eight hours to unload,
unpack and assemble eight studios.

Until recently, Iwas only apart of the
assembly process. At the end of last year,
Cumulus acquired two additional stations in Pensacola and Iwas finally able
to design my own Omnirax furniture.
The process was so simple. Iprovid-

cd David Holland at Omnirax with the
dimensions of my studios and he began
to design my furniture. Iwas able to
share David's desktop and watch as he
brought my studios to life. David could
place consoles, monitors, keyboards,
phone systems and just about anything
else Icould imagine to help maximize
workspace.
The beauty of it is that we could
experiment with different layouts and
designs until Iwas happy with the final
product. David was able to provide
a PDF of the design for me to share
with local and corporate managers. The
entire process took less than an hour.
The great thing about Omnirax furniture is the custom design process.
It allows you to design your furniture
around the room instead of ordering
prefab stuff that hopefully fits in your
space. All you have to do is provide
Omnirax your dimensions and budget.
You'll never pay for something you
don't need ( like with prefab stuff). If
you don't need a countertop rack, you
don't order it. Maybe you need more
under-counter rack space. Omnirax
can provide that. If you can dream it
up, Omnirax can probably do it. You
receive excellent quality furniture that
can stand up to years of abuse and great
customer service.
Omnirax has spoiled me with its
easy design and assembly. It actually
takes longer now to unbox and unwrap
everything than it does to assemble it.
If it were up to me. Iwould never buy
anything else.
For information, contact Philip
Zittell at Omnirax in California at ( 800)

332 -3393 or visit www.omnirax.com.
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PRODUCTS igt SERVICES SHOWCASE
SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES

Recording
Mixing
Mastering
Broadcasting

Featuring the Highest Quality / Lowest Cost
FCC Certified LPFM TRANSMITTERS on the Planet!

Voiceover
ADR
Foley
and much morel

LPFNI Planet is brought to you by the.goold people at:

PROGRESSIVE CONCEPTS

WhisperRoom, Inc.
(423) 585-5827 • Fax (423) 585-5831
www.whisperroom.corn

305 S

BARTLETT RD

STREAMWOOD. IL 60107

EMAIL: salessepprogressIve-concepts.com
PHONE.: 630. / 36.9822

FAX: 630./36.0353
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CONSULTANTS

Broadcast Engineering Software

•

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.
Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hairline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements
•AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments
E-mail: infoenwleng,com

WANT TO SELL

•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave ProTM
•AM Pro re, used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping.
UMap FM stations and
discover upgrade
possibilities using FCC
minimum separations and
contour-to-contour methods
with FMCommanderTu

www.V-Soft.com
ACOUSTICS

Acoustics First.
-5111» III 11015E CDI TIlL RETOURSroll- Free

n°8.
7652900

Number: NFU

ANTENNAS

AM LOOPS
FOR EAS RECEIVERS
FEMA RECOMMENDED
www.PixelSatRadio.com
(303) 526-1965

oft

COMMUNICATION»
R.F Communications Software
and Engineering Consulting

,i100) 743-3684
other program fo:- replay later
as well as abash. logging system. Beside these additions the
system si hedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds. automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.
WANT TO BUY
Wanted. old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
aprips, reel to reel, cart machines
arid part., Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.
MICROPHONES/

AUDIO PROCESSING

HEADPHONES/

(INCLUDES ON- AIR)

SPEAKERS/AMPS

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

Teletronix
LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's & any
other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST - 214 7387873 or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com.

1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact
Cook, 719684-6010.

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
¡MOCKERS, new 8, rebuilt for Elcom,

Harris, 'IA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
lNE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodricheconl.com

Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
Symetrix
421
limiter;
Symetrix 422 limiter; Alesis
363Q limiter; DBX 166XL limiter; SRC2496 Ultra Match Pro;
Harris HDI-100 HD importer;
Harris HDE-100 HD exporter;
Harris IntraPlex SIL Plus Ti config, 3Pli 50C, PR350C, VF 16A,
DS64NC & CM-SRB modules
plus 2 spare IntraPlex chasis;
(3) Marti CR10 VHR rcvrs; (2)
Comrex X200 MP2 encoder/
deçoder, (2) Adtran TSU-ACE
2n° gen; (4) Belar RFA 300
amps; Furman Q301 30- band
EQ; Orban 8300; Bird 3129 Watt
Meter, new in original pkg. All
best offer. Merv, merv@morga nbroadcasting. net.
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CON,L
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FUIt srnicc Fmni Alle Kamm
operation AM/III /Ai ' X Services.

"Member A) (' CE'

shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like KGO,
KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, KWBR,
KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, KQW, KRE,
KTIM, KYA, etc, Iwill pay for
copies... Feel free to call me at
925-284-5428 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
American
Made
SCA
Decoders, 417-881-1846.

ts

Ktit

Fluid Wurk.Anicrina aid
DeNign

(màtélting eAperlence

•Pre- Purchase Inspections • Intermodulation Studies

Fax ( 651)784-7541

rg
i iguetewcx, I
NC.

Oler 45 rears englmering

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning

•Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe 4TM

September 1, 201 3

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
wvo4'.grahambrock.com

Need aLow Power
FM License?
352-332-3157 Ext 4
kesslerandgehnnan.com

EMPLOYMEK"
POSITIONS WANTED
Are you a small market station needing a good nuts &
bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill make your
station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Parttime/Contract work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff,
909-446-6820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Experiened radio station manager seeks new management opportunity. More than 39 years experience in radio. I
can do almost anything given the change. Willing to relocate.
Family-friendly format(s) preferred. Please send your job opening details to: radiogm@hotmail.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/
talk show host Adam Amick is available for shows, correspondent, features, etc.
Check out wwvv.bleachereport.
com
for samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.
Enthusiastic, energetic, team player, tight boards, great
production. Relatable and loves dealing with public, good
phones and fantastic work ethics. Andre, 510-499-5319 or
andre.tlynch@gmail.com.
Technology/Engineering focused. Motivated, dependable
professional; 14 years of Management, electrical and IT propensity. Willing to learn/progress in skillset. SBE/CBNT Certified.
Clint, 817-584-4107 or clintparker33@gmail.com.
Ambitious and determined Radio Talent that thrives on
learning and achieving goals. On-Air/Productior know-how
bringing creativity and originality to the broadcaqing world.
Frank, 682-438-7818 or frankcolburn.1@hotmail.ccm.
Captivating Voice! Energetic, team player arid with an
insatiable love of music, voiceover, productiol creativity,
board operator to join your already successful team. Rob, 248881-8438 or dollr67@gmail.com.
Interesting, young hip- hop generation personality — with
style. Hard worker, delivery that's reaching out and relating.
Strong copy, Pop culture/news, and on-air. Greg, 469-278-8107
or gpazile91@atinet.

RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
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212-378-0400 ext. 511
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Submit your listings to: dcarsongnbmedia.com

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC

9

Se L.,
'iabia es.

e%ioi

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TAX DEDUCTIBLE

TUBES

EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.

RF,

RE PARTS - CO.
We

Se Habla Español

Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

737-2787
rfpgrfparts.com

760-744-0700
www.rfparts.com

TRANSMITTERS/

FOR THE BEST PRICE

WANT TO SELL

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodricherderprises.com.

(CA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
2008
2006
2000
2000
1995
1998
2006
2005
1991
1988

BE FM100C
Crown FM250T
BE FM 500C
Harris Z3.5CD
Harris HT5CD
Harris Z5CD wf2XFlexstars
Harris Z5CD, solid-state, unused
Harris Z16HD+
Harris HT10
Harris FM3OK
BE FM35Aff, upgraded in 2001
Used AM Transmitters

& Miscellaneous

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.corn, for additional listings.

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

PLACE!
RADIO

0

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

r1t-Ji))

JENNINGS VACUUNI
CAPACITORS

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

FROM STOCK
HIGH

Eauipment

Phasemaster T12,000
New Phase Technologies PT330D, solid state 3phase converter
Orban Optimod 8100A1 processor with 8100XT limiter
BE FC30, SCA Generator
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load

Q
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CERAMIC

CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

call David Carson at
212-378-0400 ext. 511

e

ENERGY

5,74 5,1

ammo Re.,1. Suit.: K.

Carlahatl. Caliturnia 92006
1760, -138-4-120 Fax 176014,84759
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How do Iadvertise
in Radio World?

TZDO
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DNV
RS
HARRIS
crown

Please see our website for acurrent listing

Exciters

yOU IRE IN
THE RIGHT

For more information,

EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

100 W
250 W
500 W
3.5 KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
7KW
10 KW
30 KW
35 KW

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?

nautei
BfOROCRST

TV Transmitters- Analog and
Used FLO TV Transmitters''Axcera
• * Rohde & Schwarz' ' Harris Maxiva

Digital

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB, Rohde & Schwarz and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail. transcom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!
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You've Lost That Lovin' Feelin'

the NABEF's Broadcast Leadership
Training program.
As Icontinue to consult with stations
about their FCC Compliance plans, I
can't help but notice an atmosphere of
stress, anxiety and general frustration
and discouragement at the state of the
industry. So now Iam on a mission to
provide peace of mind, mental wellbeing
and help to my friends in the industry.
I'm amedia and mental health advocate.

A mental health professional counsels radio on its social insecurities
I'm a second-generation broadcaster.
My dad was an engineer in Los Angeles
during radio's reinvention period in the
BY KELLY ORCHARD
1960s. While critics
claimed that television programming
Idiscovered "social netwas going to be the
working" in the mid-'90s,
death of radio, my
when AOL first became
father and his colpopular and we were all
leagues didn't care.
using
dial- up
connecThey were inventing,
tions and getting into "chat
engaging, creating
rooms." My initial impression of radio back then was
and having aball.
There is a group
pure joy, because Icould put
on Facebook, nearout my message and get an
ly 2,000 members
immediate response — like
strong, called "Old
those chat rooms. It was fun!
Radio DJs," which
What surprises me now
is that radio hasn't engaged
comes together and
in advancing forms of social
shares pictures and
stories of the glory
media more than it has, and
years on the air —
that broadcasters often treat
this evolving playing field as Kelly Orchard
and it has not only
become very nostalgic, but has caused
anuisance or something they'd "better
me to observe apopulation of collective
adapt to or get left behind."
individuals who loved the industry and
Radio was the first "social media"
what they were able to do, which was
— apioneering way of communication.
Radio introduced the idea of transmitinform and entertain.
When Ihear people say, "Yeah, but
ting a message to the masses first,
taking live calls and engaging with the
radio isn't like that anymore; the bean
counters have taken over," or, "Social
audience. Look at Ham radio.
media and digital has killed radio,"
Over frequencies, we had the very
Icringe. Why? Because it sounds so
first "social medium." So how did radio
become so insecure about its position in
familiar.
Has radio given up? Is radio dead?
the community?
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25-Seven Systems
Acoustics First Corp

AM Ground Systems Co.
APT Woridcast Systems
Arrakis Systems Inc.
Axia - The Telas Alliance
Broadcast Bionics
BSW
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Oeva Broadcast Ltd
Grace Broadcast Sales
Ned Sound, Ltd.
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THE DOCTOR IS IN
I've been working as an FCC
Compliance Consultant since 2000.
Orchard Media Services specializes in
FCC compliance plans, public files,
"mock" inspections, etc. It's abusiness
partnership with my dad, and I've had
the honor of visiting hundreds of radio
and television stations all over the country for more than 13 years.
Prior to that, Isold time for radio
in Sacramento. Before that, my family
built, owned and operated several stations in Southern California, including
my namesake, KLLY(FM) — "Kelly
95" — in Bakersfield, Calif. I'm no
rookie; I've seen it all.
A few years ago, Idecided to pursue amaster's degree
in psychology, and
have been working
as a therapist since,
maintaining Orchard
Media Services from
the sidelines, hoping
that the economy
would turn around,
or that radio would
figure out what it's
The author,
going to do. I folthen 21, poses
lowed the trades,
in front of asign
maintained
relafor Kelly 95, the
tionships within the
day it went on
industry, and even
the air in 1985.
graduated
from
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www.25-seven.com
www.acousticsfirst.com
www.amgroundsystems.com
www.aptcodecs.com
www.arrakis-systems.com
www.axiaaudio.com
www.phonebox.com
www.bswusa.com
wvvvv.comrex.com
www.devabroadcast.com
www.gracebroadcast.com
www.heilsound.com
www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
www.lightnerelectronics.com
www.nautel.com
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MENTAL HEALTH. WELLNESS AND RADIO
Admitting that one has symptoms of
depression, anxiety and stress doesn't
come easy, especially in the work environment. If it's not amatter of life-anddeath, nobody wants to talk about it. Yet
given the statistics, one in four people
suffers from depression, stress and anxiety, and believe me: it's affecting the
bottom line. But if one in four workers
is struggling, that also means that your
radio audience is suffering, too.
Ihave afew theories
that I've borrowed from
psychology, and if you
as areader will indulge
me, we can explore the
dysfunctional relationship between radio and
the audience— while
also
understanding
the dysfunction within
the station and how it
affects the overall operations.
Ihad this idea that
(continued on page 38)
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Our readers have
something to say:
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‘‘Having been abroadcast operator for
more than 50 years, I
have observed
the gradual loss of publications
devoted to programming and
technical aspects of radio. Today,
there is only one comprehensive •
source: RADIO WORLD. 11
Saul Levine

•

Owner
KKGO(FM), KMIT(AM/FM)
Los Angeles
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Four Stations, One Site, Lots of Photos
Now you can see ...
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the rest of the story
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In our Aug. 1 issue, Mark Persons and
Mark Mue.ler gave you the technical details
of the story "Four AM Stations Sharing One
Site" (
rachoworld.com, keyword Mueller).
The one th:ng it was missing? Visuals.
Now here is the accompanying artwork,
previously left off, to help you get abetter
understand ng of the project. Thanks to all
who wrote in asking where the pictures were.
PERSONS RECAPS
Mark Persons writes:
A new transmitter building was designed
and constructed with the goal to expand from
two stations to four stations. Transmitters
and phasors from the two existing stations
were moved from the original building to
the new building and then the old structure
was torn down.
More eqiipment was installed over the
next few years for the additional two stations.
The new building has a station in each of
its four quadrants. This was done to better
organize what was going on and to avoid
confusion. A wise move because mixing it
up in abuilding intended for less would have
been akluge.
RF and control wiring between the phasors and the antenna coupling networks were
run through ports in the transmitter building's concrete floor. This kept the installation very neat. No RF straps or other cables
run across the floor. The rest of the cables
are routed overhead. What arelief to be "trip
hazard free" in the transmitter building.
A local handyman was employed full time
to keep chipping away at the work mulct
the direction station owners and myself.
This saved alot of money. In the end. Iam
extremely pleased that the facility turned out
as well as it did. Mark Mueller is justifiably
proud of his design and tuning on this amazing project.
One of the photos shows Mark using a
•highvoltage glove to adjust one of the many
pass/reject filters. I first met Mark when
he came to Minnesota to tune afive-tower
directional antenna on 650 kHz, which I
built from the ground up back in 1983. That
one required constructing the phasor and
antenna coupling networks with open-panel
design from aschematic diagram and parts.
Yes, a phasor does not need to be purchased ... it can be built locally, as were
some sections of this four-station system.
Mark Persyns, WOMH, is certified by
the Society of Broadcast Engineers and
has more than 30 years of experience as an
engineer. He has written numerous articles
for industry publications over the years. His
website is www.mwpersons.com.
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WVAL transmitters and phasor are shown.

Transmitters and phasor for WHMH(AM).

Here is asketch of the site plan for the combined
four AM stations at Sauk Rapids, Minn.
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Gary Hoppe is on top of
the world at WXYG(AM)
and WMIN(AM).
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DYSFUNCTION
(continued from page 35)
if we looked at "Radio" as if it was
an individual and not an industry, and
similarly considered "Audience" as if it
was an individual and not just acollection of ears — and if we considered the
relationship of "Radio" and "Audience"
as if they needed marriage counseling
to heal their "dysfunctional relationship" — we might gain anew perspective on what has happened to this union.
If Radio and Audience participated
in a kind of marriage counseling, here
are afew things that the therapist would
take into consideration:
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here are some free tickets."
How will Radio know what Audience
wants? Ask. Surveys about customer satisfaction and inquiries on how companies can improve their product offerings
are readily available, but since deregulation of specific licensing requirements,
stations don't perform community
ascertainments the way they used to.
Ascertaining the comments and concerns from the community has always
been a great tool to uncover what the
community actually needed.
Free stuff, contests, concerts and
events are all fine; it's like dating. But
when it comes down to one single con-

answer is to stop chasing Audience. Do
whatever it takes to get Audience to fall
in love with Radio again. One way or
the other, something needs to change.
And this is where the work begins:
Within the walls of each and every
Radio station. Start there.
There are evidenced based practices
in mental health and therapy that have
proven to heal relationships. Positive
thinking is an approach that works. Consider the laws of physics. Broadcast engineers will definitely love this, and so will
sales managers: Whatever you put out
will come back to you; for every action,
there is an equal but opposite reaction.

«MOW
•Radio's Personality Traits
•Audience's Personality Traits
Now, it might seem to Radio as if
Audience has already disengaged in
the relationship. Is it a possibility that
Radio is trying too hard, and therefore
comes off as insecure and needy? Or has
Radio not tried hard enough to maintain
Audience's love? If this was an actual
couple that was looking at their relationship, the answer is quite possibly ... both.
Audience seems to suffer from
Attention Deficit Disorder. It can't seem
to stay focused on one subject. Listeners
are scattered and jumpy, and any shiny
new object distracts them.
Now Radio, on the other hand, might
be suffering with alittle bit of Narcissistic Personality Disorder, with its grandiose sense of self, need for admiration
and lack of empathy; all underlying
symptoms of deep-seated insecurity.
Of course, who wouldn't be insecure in this economic climate? Consider
the economy and its impact on the
Audience. That is an entirely different
(although complementary) topic from
what's going on within astation's walls.
The media landscape is constantly
changing, and very unpredictable.
Radio keeps chasing Audience with
shallow attempts to get its attention
— cosmetic changes akin to getting
exercise, losing weight, dressing nicer
(redesigning a website, more musical
programming) — but Audience doesn't
care about the surface stuff. Radio
needs ashift in perspective. Stop chasing Audience with pretty clothes and
new perfume.
WHAT DOES THE AUDIENCE WANT?
That is the big question. Has Radio
actually asked Audience what they want
out of the relationship? Review the
above statistics — one in four people
is suffering from depression, stress and
anxiety. Audience might be looking
at other relationships to relieve these
symptoms.
Radio seems to be telling Audience,
"Well, this is how it is, and by the way,

Free stuff, contests, concerts and events are all fine;
it's like dating. But when it comes down to one single
concept, Audience wants an intimate relationship.
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cept, Audience wants an intimate relationship. Companionship. Somebody
they feel comfortable with that won't
abandon them.
Music and talk are, well, just music
and talk. Radio needs to develop an
actual relationship with audience. The
format is the vehicle, but where is the
emotional connection?
Over the past few months, I've spoken
with plenty of leaders in the industry
about this concept. I've spoken with
leaders from the NAB, state associations,
lawyers, consultants, brokers, operators
and staff, all of whom have responded
with. "You're onto something here."
BAND OF GOLD
So, I offer some questions that a
therapist would tell Radio to think
about when considering counseling with
Audience. They are shown in the box
below.
What can radio do next? Maybe the

Consider your mindset as you go to
work. If you are thinking negatively,
hate your job, hate the business — the
audience will pick up on that. So take
the time to consider what your thoughts
might be doing, and then experiment
with changing them.
Iknow its easier for me to say this
than it is to actually do it, but as atherapist, I've helped many people consider
the alternative if they do nothing, and
have watched them succeed when they
begin by simply allowing themselves to
shift the way they think into apositive
frame of mind.
Kelly Orchard is managing partner of Orchard Media Services and
founder/CEO of Red Slipper Integrative
Coaching, a personal and professional development consulting firm. She
speaks to radio groups about mental
health and how it affects the organizational environment. Email: kellye
orchard med iasery ices.com.

MARRIAGE COUNSELING 101
Questions that atherapist would tell Radio to think about when considering its relationship with Audience:
1.

How much does Radio know about Audience on apersonal level? Aside
from the " research," what do they really want?
2. How much does Radio identify with Audience? Are you, as arelationship,
compatible?
3. What worked in the past? How did Audience first fall in love with Radio
and what has changed?
4. How much does Radio really care about Audience ( besides some numbers
and time spent listening)?
5. To what degree does Radio and Audience feel like afamily?
6. Is it really more music, less commercials? In amarriage counseling context
-is it really about the quantity of the " dates" and what you can " do" for
your partner? Be realistic. Audience can get that anywhere — so what
Radio can do is create acommunity unlike any other medium.
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